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NOTATIONS
ae

edge distance

Af

cross sectional area of the FRP reinforcement

Afb

bond area of FRP reinforcement

E

Young’s modulus

Ef

Young’s modulus of FRP

Efib

Young’s modulus of fibre

Efm

mean secant Young’s modulus of FRP

Em

Young’s modulus of polymeric matrix

fck

characteristic value of concrete compressive strength

fcm

mean value of concrete compressive strength

ff

tensile strength of FRP

Ff

tensile load acting on the FRP reinforcement

Ffu

ultimate tensile load acting on the FRP reinforcement

hf

height of FRP reinforcement

hg

groove height

lb

bond length

s

slip

sl

loaded end slip

slu

loaded end slip at ultimate tensile load

su

unloaded end slip

sue

unloaded end slip at ultimate tensile load

ta

thickness of adhesive

tf

thickness of FRP

tg

thickness of the groove

Tg

glass transition temperature

uf

bond perimeter of FRP reinforcement

Vfib

fibre content of FRP

ε

strain

εf

strain of FRP

εfu

ultimate strain of FRP

σ

stress

σf

stress of FRP

τb

bond stress

τbm

average bond stress of the FRP

τbu

bond strength of the FRP

øf

nominal diameter of FRP

t g = tf + 2·ta
h f hg
ta tf ta
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ABBREVATIONS
ACI

American Concrete Institute

AFRP

Aramid fibre reinforced polymer

BME

Budapest University of Technology and Economics

CFRP

Carbon fibre reinforced polymer

EBR

Externally bonded reinforcement

fib

Fédération Interantionale du Béton, International Federation for Structural Concrete

FRC

Fibre reinforced concrete

FRP

Fibre reinforced polymer

FRPRCS

International Symposium on Fibre Reinforced Polymer Reinforcement for Concrete Structures

GFRP

Glass fibre reinforced polymer

JSCE

Japan Society of Civil Engineering

NSM

Near surface mounted

PAN

Polyacrilonitrile

RC

Reinforced concrete

RRT

Round Robin Test

En-Core

European Network for Composite Reinforcement
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GLOSSARY
AFRP

Aramid fibre reinforced polymer

CFRP

Carbon fibre reinforced polymer

Concrete rip-off

Shear failure of the concrete in a weakened plane, characteristic for beams strengthened and loaded in flexure. It means failure in the
plane of the internal reinforcement

Debonding

Local failure in the bond zone between concrete and FRP

Delamination

Separation of a FRP layer because of the failure of adhesive or separation of fibres due to failure of the polymeric matrix

Fibre

A general term used for filamentary materials

Fibre content

Represents the amount of fibres present in FRP composite expressed as a percentage of volume or weight fraction of the composite

Filament

Individual fibres of indefinite length used in tows, yarns or rovings

FRP

Fibre reinforced polymer, composite material consisting of continuous fibres impregnated with a polymer which has the role to bind and
protect the fibres

Fabric, textile

Woven or non-woven material formed from filaments with or without interlaying

GFRP

Glass fibre reinforced polymer

Glass transition temperature (Tg) Temperature above which the molecular activity causes a material (thermosetting polymer) to change from a brittle to a
plastic (rubbery) state
Hand lay-up

FRP manufacturing method in which fibres are carefully impregnated in thin layers one after the other in a mould or on a structure with
or without vacuum bagging.

Impregnation

The wetting and fully saturation of fibres with polymer in the FRP manual or mechanized fabrication process

Lay-up

Successive placement of layers of reinforcement

Matrix

Matrices bond together and protect fibres in an FRP, they have a major influence on interlaminar shear of the FRP. The resin protects
fibres from mechanical abrasion and from moisture, chemicals and oxidation

Strip

Pre impregnated linear element with rectangular cross-section of large aspect ratio usually used usually in externally bonding
application

PAN (Polyacrilonitril) Raw material and precursor of certain carbon fibres
Pitch

High molecular weight material by-product of the destructive distillation of coal and petroleum products. Pitch fibres are the raw
material of high modulus carbon fibres

Polymer

Combination of smaller molecules or monomers in a regular pattern, matrices which impregnate the fibres (which can be also
polymers) are generally called polymers

Pot life

Length of time in which a catalysed thermosetting resin loses its workability (low viscosity)

Pultrusion

A continuous process for manufacturing FRP composites with uniform cross-sectional shape

Sizing

Any surface coating applied to fibres with the following functions: reduced the abrasive effect of filaments rubbing against one another,
reduces static friction, packs filament together into a strand, reduces the damage of fibres during handling, facilitates the wetting of
fibres

Wet lay-up

application of resin to dry reinforcement
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1

INTRODUCTION

In preserving our existing structures strengthening is often needed. Some of the existing concrete structures are in poor condition due
to deterioration processes, errors made during construction, and accidental loading (earthquake, blast, etc.). Changes of the statical
system and increased service loads are additional reasons for structural strengthening.
Strengthening techniques may require the application of fibre reinforced polymers (FRP). In this case the high tensile strength of the
FRP material is applied to resist tensile stresses at acceptable strains. FRP materials can assure proper confinement, bending and
flexural resistance of reinforced concrete elements. In comparison to other materials FRP materials have advantages such as:
insensitivity to electrolytic corrosion, high tensile strength to weight ratio, high rate of application, etc. Nevertheless, some
disadvantages need also to be considered such as: sensitivity to high temperatures, high material cost, etc.
FRP materials are available in the form of pultruded elements or textiles. Pultruded reinforcements are used with two techniques. One
technique is called externally bonding of reinforcement (EBR). In this technique pultruded strips of FRP are bonded on the tension side
of elements. The other technique is called near surface mounting (NSM). In this technique FRP materials are bonded in grooves cut in
the concrete cover. These techniques use high strength adhesives to ensure proper adhesion of the FRP materials. The technique of
NSM has many advantages in comparison to EBR, such as: reduced preparation time (grinding or surface levelling is not needed),
available bond surface will be increased (more than doubled for strip shaped reinforcement), possibility to apply a larger variety of
reinforcement (consider the round shaped reinforcements developed for internal reinforcement), and many others.
NSM technique was first used in 1949 in Switzerland (Asplund, 1949) where the load carrying capacity of an under reinforced bridge
was restored by insertion of additional steel bars into the concrete cover. This technique has been living its renaissance since the end of
the 90th-s, when Blaschko published his research related to NSM FRP strips in 2001. FRP reinforcement applied as NSM reinforcement
has several advantages in comparison to conventional steel bars. First of all, the high strength to weights ratio of FRP reinforcement
enables an easy and high rate application without a significant increase in the self weight of the elements. FRP materials are not
sensitive to electrolytic corrosion, so the reduced concrete cover of the NSM reinforcement represents no issue from corrosion point of
view.
In comparison to other strengthening application NSM strengthening is a very complex strengthening method. In order to describe in
detail the bond behaviour, data available from literature can be used. The data has to be verified and if found reliable has to be
included in a comprehensive database. It was often the case that test results of different research groups were contradictory. The effect
of the testing conditions on the bond behaviour was not investigated in detail previously. Herein testing conditions will be referred to
as: boundary conditions.
Based on the gained experience, guidance for future testing programmes will be given in the herein presented research. Most
important influencing parameters of bond were tested to set the tendencies.
The aim of the thesis was to present an advanced and reliable test program for the experimental study of the bond behaviour of NSM
reinforcements. In addition to bond tests the testing of component materials was needed. Components of NSM strengthening system
7
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are the following: material of the substrate (in our case concrete), adhesive used for bonding (in our case two component epoxy or
cement based adhesives) and material used for strengthening (in our case mostly CFRP). The testing of tensile properties of CFRP strips
was the greatest challenge due to the anisotropy of material properties.
The most important factors influencing the bond properties of NSM reinforcements are considered to be the following: strength of the
substrate material and that of the adhesive, deformation capacity of the reinforcement, adhesive thickness, edge distance,
reinforcement cross-section and reinforcement surface pattern.
During my research I intended to study as many influencing factors as possible, in order to understand and to describe the bond
behaviour of NSM reinforcements. Failure modes also had to be characterised. The influence of material factors, as well as the influence
of geometrical factors, is presented in this work.
My main objectives were the following:
1. To further develop an experimental method for tensile testing of fibre reinforced polymer (FRP) strips and
an experimental method for pull-out testing of near surface mounted (NSM) reinforcements;
2. To classify failure modes of NSM strengthening;
3. To study the influence of geometrical factors on bond behaviour of NSM reinforcements;
4. To study the influence of material factors on bond behaviour of NSM reinforcements.
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2

LITERATURE REVIEW

This chapter contains a detailed presentation of NSM strengthening using FRP materials. This strengthening is considered
unconventional in civil engineering application. The strengthening and the strengthened element work as a composite system,
materials properties are influenced mainly by the constituent materials and their interaction. Properties and characteristics of the
component materials as well as of the final products will be presented in details. The characteristics and limitation of conventional
strengthening will be also presented. In addition in this chapter it will be presented a literature review on NSM reinforcement.
2.1

F IBRE REINFORCED POLYMERS

Fibrous materials were used from ancient times for reinforcement of mortars and adobe bricks (Andre, 2006, Csicsely et al., 2004).
Wood is the most popular form of natural fibrous materials and has many similarities with the modern manmade fibrous materials.
Natural fibres such as flax and hemp are promising alternatives to glass fibres as reinforcement for timber or glulam beams (Andre,
2006).
Relatively high tensile strength of fibrous materials is their common characteristic. Orientation of molecules in one direction makes
fibres stronger than the bulk material. Fibre reinforced polymers (FRP) are carefully designed fibrous elements in which the fibres are
highly oriented. To enable stress transfer between continuous fibres they are bonded together by the polymeric matrix. FRP
composites are manufactured by embedding continuous fibres in a resin matrix which assures a proper force transfer between fibres.
Cross-section of FRP materials can be designed in order to fit the given purpose. Most common reinforcement cross-sections are
circular or rectangular with different aspect ratio, but special cross-sections have been also designed. To enhance bond characteristics
of precurred FRP reinforcements special surface preparations are used.
FRP composites are classified in four groups depending on the fibres used: carbon fibre reinforced composites (CFRP), glass fibre
reinforced composites (GFRP), aramid fibre reinforced composites (AFRP), and basalt fibre reinforced composites (BFRP). Various resins
can be used as binders in the matrix phase.
2.2
2.2.1

C OMPONENT MATERIALS
Fibres

The fibres provide the backbone of FRP materials. Requirements for the fibres are high ultimate strength, high elastic modulus and
convenient elongation at tensile rupture, reduced number of defects, low scatter of individual fibre tensile strength, durability and
acceptable cost. Fibres used for FRP exhibit linear elastic stress strain behaviour up to failure without plastic deformations. Fibre
properties influence the FRP overall properties. Commonly used fibres are carbon and glass.
Most resins and fibres are based on oil by-products. Carbon fibres are produced from pitch or polyacrylonitrile (PAN). Glass fibres are
mainly made of non-renewable raw materials, which are easily accessible in every country (Teng et al., 2001). The high energy
consumption during fabrication can be considered as a disadvantage from environmental point of view.
9
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Material properties of fibres used in civil engineering application are shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Material properties of fibres used for civil engineering applications (1ACI 440.1R-03; 2Bergmeister, 2003; 3Bank 2006;
4
Täljsten, 2006; 5Balaguru et al., 2009,)
Material of
fibres

Modulus of
elasticity

Tensile strength

Ultimate
strain

Density

Diameter of
fibres

Forming
temperature

[GPa]

[MPa]

[%]

[g/cm3]

[μm]

[°C]

PAN1, 2, 3, 5

200 – 500

2000 – 7000

0.5 – 3.0

1.76 – 1.96

5–8

1200 – 2400

Pitch4

200 – 800

2100 – 3100

0.2 – 0.9

2.00 – 2.15

9-18

2500 – 3000

70 – 130

3400 – 4100

2.5 – 5.0

1.39 – 1.47

12

425

E-glass 4

72 – 77

2000 – 3700

3.0 – 4.5

2.60

3 – 24

1400 – 1600

4

S-glass

80 – 90

3500 – 4900

4.2 – 5.4

2.49

4

71 – 74

3000 – 3300

3.0 – 4.3

2.70

70

4840

3.1

2.7

Carbon

Aramid3, 4

Glass

AR

Basalt

5

1500

Carbon fibres
The carbon fibres are produced by controlled thermal decomposition (oxidation, carbonisation and graphitisation) of carbon rich
organic fibres. Usually fibres have carbon content of 80-95% and are made of synthetic polyacrylonitrile (PAN), pitch (coal tar byproduct of petroleum processing) or natural cellulosic fibres (viscose rayon, cotton). The manufacturing process for PAN fibres starts
with oxidation at 200 to 300°C, followed by carbonation at 1 000 to 2 000°C and finally graphitization at 2 500 to 3 000°C (fib, 2007).
Variation of the graphitisation process produces either high strength fibres (from 2 500°C) or high modulus fibres (up to 3 000°C) with
other types in between. The structure of carbon fibres varies according to the orientation of crystals. The high-strength bond between
carbon atoms in the layer plane (graphitic plane) results in an extremely high modulus, while the weak Van der Waals-type bond
between the neighbouring layers results in a lower modulus perpendicular to the layer plane (Täljsten, 2005). Carbon and glass fibres
need sizing to be compatible with the resin system (Bank, 2006). The term “sizing” refers to any surface coating applied to fibres with
the following functions: to reduce the abrasive effect of filaments rubbing against one another, to reduce static friction, to pack
filaments together into a strand, to reduce the damage of fibres during handling, and to facilitate the wetting of fibres.
PAN fibres are used to produce the best carbon fibres with the highest tensile strength up to 7 000 N/mm2 (Balaguru et al., 2009).
Carbon fibres are resistant to high temperatures and aggressive environment. They have high tensile strength but have the
disadvantage of a high cost caused by the high raw material cost and high energy consumption during fabrication. Carbon fibres have
negative or very low coefficients of thermal expansion (in longitudinal direction).
10
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Aramid fibres
Aramid is a generic term for a group of man-made organic polymer having the highest tensile strength to weight ratio among the
current fibres produced by spinning fibre from a chemical blend. Aramid fibres are non-linear in compression and therefore are capable
to absorb large amount of energy. They were first developed by Dupont in 1965 and commercially introduced in 1972 (Bank, 2006).
Aramid fibres were used to produce first generation FRP prestressing tendons in the 1980s (Karbhari, 1998). Aramid fibres have very
good tension fatigue resistance, and low creep. Water absorption of 6% by weight is disadvantageous as it can lead to longitudinal
cracking at high moisture content. They are also relatively sensitive to heat (melting temperature 425°C) and UV rays. The cost of
aramid fibres is comparable to carbon fibres. With a density of 1.4 g/cm3 they are 43% lighter than glass and 20% lighter than carbon
fibres. This makes them to have the highest strength to weight ratio among the used reinforcing fibres. Aramid fibres have been used
successful in applications like body armour, propeller blades or premium tire cords.
Glass fibres
Glass fibres are made of molten glass or an appropriate mixture of raw materials such as sand limestone, and alumina. The melt is
drawn in continuous filaments as it passes through micro-fine bushings, and the fibres are simultaneously cooled. During fabrication
sizing is needed. The fibres are coated to assure improved wetting by the polymeric matrix. The fibres are coated also with a coupling
agent (silanes) to provide a flexible layer on the fibre interface. This layer improves the fibre bond characteristics and reduces number
of voids in the materials (fib, 2007). By variation of the “recipe” different types of glass can be produced. For structural reinforcements
the following types are used: E-glass (electrical-glass, high electrical resistivity), S-glass (structural high strength glass used in the
aerospace industry) and alkali-resistant (AR) glass. Important aspect which contributes to drawbacks in the use of glass fibres is that
they are not alkali resistant (Kopecskó, 2004) and are sensitive to moisture. Glass fibres are susceptible to creep-rupture and stresscorrosion (loss of strength under sustained loads) according to Bank et al. (1995). Alkali-resistant glass is produced with the addition
of zirconium. They are relatively low cost in comparison to carbon fibres 1 to 20 Euro/kg (source: Net composites, 2011) and 1847 Euro/kg, respectively.
While glass fibre can be considered orthotropic, carbon and aramid fibres are isotropic. They have different longitudinal and transverse
fibre modulus. This has important effect on thermal expansion coefficient of fibres. For example in case of carbon fibres the
longitudinal and the transverse thermal expansion coefficient are -0.7 to -0.5·10-6 /°K and 7 to 10 10-6 /°K, respectively (Bergmeister,
2003).
Basalt fibres
Basalt fibres are manufactured from one of the most common rock types in the Earth’s crust. They are produced from crushed basalt.
The material is molten at a temperature of 1500°C (glass melt point varies between 1400°C and 1600°C). Like glass filaments, basalt
filaments are formed by platinum-rhodium bushings. Basalt fibres are economic alternative to carbon and glass fibres. The commercial
price of basalt fibres in 2005 was 0,41 Euro/kg in comparison to 2.58 Euro/kg for glass fibre (Ronaky, Czigány, 2005). The rather
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difficult heating process of the crushed basalt in furnaces, their intense abrasion effect on the bushings and the difficult quality control
of the fibres (depend on the raw material quality) are considered common disadvantages.
Their estimated environmental strength reduction factor for a period of 100 years under wet concrete conditions is 1.25 which
corresponds to strength retention of 79.6 % according to a report performed by the Sheffield University.
Even so, a life cycle analysis has been conducted at Imperial College London. The report concludes that the production of stainless steel
bars emits ~170% more CO2 than the production of basalt fibre bars.
BASALT Fibres

CARBON Fibres

S-GLASS Fibres

Figure 1: Alkali resistance (1 M NaOH) at 40°C of basalt, carbon and S-glass fibres (Sim et al. 2005).
In a comparative study of basalt carbon and glass fibres alkali resistance was tested (Figure 1). The fibres were immersed in a 1 M
NaOH solution for 7, 14, 21 and 28 days. After a 28 day exposure at 40°C the reduction of volume and strength was 70% and 80% for
basalt and S-glass fibres respectively. Ultra-violet ray exposure was used to test weathering of fibres. As result the rate of strength
reduction was twice as high for glass (less than 20% reduction after 4000 hours) than for basalt fibres. No strength reduction was
12
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recorded for carbon fibres in either of the aforementioned tests. In temperature stability tests at temperatures of 600°C basalt fibres
performed better. For basalt fibres only 5% reduction in comparison for carbon and glass fibres more than 40% reduction was
measured. At an exposure to 1200°C for 2 hours carbon and glass fibres lost their volumetric stability, basalt fibres maintained shape
and tensile resistance (Sim et al. 2005).
2.2.2

Organic matrices

Organic matrices, also known as resins or polymers have the role to bond together and to protect fibres in the FRP. They have a major
influence on the interlaminar shear strength. The matrix protects fibres from mechanical abrasion and from moisture, chemicals and
oxidation (Holloway and Leeming, 1999). Bond between fibres is of outstanding importance. Stresses are transferred manly by shear
between individual fibres. Shear stress distribution has an influence on stiffness and failure characteristics of the FRP.
There are two basic groups of matrices: thermosetting and thermoplastic. The basic difference between the two groups of matrices is
that the thermosetting matrices are irreversibly formed when the two components, the precursor (low molecular weight and viscosity)
and the hardener are mixed together. Once cured, if heated, thermosetting matrices will not become liquid again. Their molecular and
mechanical properties do change significantly. Important is the glass transition temperature. When the resin leaves the glass state and
gets rubber-like properties. For FRP strengthening systems it is a critical temperature. Strengthening systems composite behaviour is
lost due to the decrease of bond capacity Thermosetting resins (fib, 2007) have initial low viscosity allowing appropriate wetting of
fibres even at high fibre volume ratios. The most common used thermosetting resins are epoxy, polyester and vinylester (fib, 2007). On
one hand epoxies have some advantages like: suitable mechanical properties, adhere well to a wide variety of fibres, low shrinkage,
high corrosion resistance, and are less affected by water and heat than other polymeric matrices. On the other hand disadvantages are
the material cost, hazard to workers and environment. They have also a limited storage life, long required fabrication time and low
failure strain.
Thermoplastic polymers do not develop cross-links. They are capable to be repeatedly softened and hardened like metals by subjecting
them to temperatures above their forming temperature. Disadvantage of thermoplastic matrices is their high viscosity at processing
temperatures. Typical thermoplastic matrices are nylon, polypropylene, polycarbonate.
Thermosetting resins have a three-dimensional molecular network which gives them a better dimensional stability. Thermosetting
resins with addition of fillers are used as high strength adhesives mostly in aviation and automotive industry.
2.3

T YPICAL FRP PRODUCTS AND APPLICATIONS

Fibres embedded in the polymer (resin) result in the final product generally called fibre reinforced polymer (FRP). The fibres
mechanical properties are considerably higher in comparison to the polymer, therefore they are considered to reinforce the polymer.
Advantage of FRP reinforcements is that they can be designed to meet specific requirements.
In the hand lay-up the FRP composite is manually constructed. First the fibres are carefully impregnated in thin layers with polymer
one after the other in a labour intensive process at the application site. The excess of polymer is removed using special rollers or by
13
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vacuum bagging to ensure proper fibre content (amount of fibre present in the FRP composite). During hand lay-up a stable quality of
the FRP can be hardly guaranteed, precise orientation of fibres, proper impregnation of fibres as well as removal of all air voids is
difficult.
Pultrusion is an automated process for manufacturing FRP with constant continuous cross-section. In this process the fibres are
impregnated by pulling through the resin, the reinforcement is shaped and cured in a heated die. This process is considerably fast and
ensures and adequate quality control of the end product.
FRP bars were not considered a viable solution in civil engineering applications until the late 1970th-s. They were first used to reinforce
polymer concrete due to their thermal expansion compatibility. In the 1980th-s they were used in USA as nonconductive
reinforcements at medical facilities (ACI, 2003). One of the early applications of FRP in concrete was concrete encased in glass fibre
reinforced plastic (Fardis, Khalili, 1981). At that time it was considered that an ideal application of FRP composite member is one in
which the concrete is encased in the FRP. Besides strength ductility improvements, construction advantages and water-tightness was
mentioned. The limited use of this material in civil engineering applications is due to its relatively high cost. But even their cost can be
in some way an advantage limiting the improperly not justified material use. In the author’s opinion each material should be used in
the most advantageous way, and this can be a real challenge to engineers.
Grouping of FRP products is difficult due to the multiple variable parameters such as: fibre type, fibre orientation, fibre content,
polymer type, manufacturing method, resulting cross-section, and surface treatment. In application of FRP special care must be given
to choose the most suitable product to fulfil our particular needs.
Fibre reinforced polymers can be used as internal and as external reinforcements. Structures subjected to aggressive environment are
often weakened by the steel reinforcement corrosion. In this case the solution could be the use of non-metallic fibre reinforced
polymer reinforcements. Pultruded circular cross-section reinforcements are used for internal application (Figure 3). Non-metallic FRP
reinforcements have mechanical properties and surface characteristics which can be considerably different from that of conventional
steel reinforcement. Used as internal reinforcement they can substitute conventional steel reinforcement. It is important to notice that
fibre reinforced polymers are not meant to replace conventional steel reinforcements. They substitute in special application where steel
reinforcements can’t provide adequate durability.
The main differences between FRP and steel reinforcement need to be considered in design. The tensile strength of the FRP is
significantly higher, the modulus of elasticity of FRP is much lower (in case of AFRP and GFRP) in comparison to steel. The FRPs have
linear elastic behaviour up to failure (Figure 2). To guaranty proper bond of FRP reinforcement surface pattern (Figure 3) is
important especially in internal and NSM applications were mechanical interlocking could guarantee higher bond capacities. Several
surface preparation techniques exists. Sand coating (SC) is the process where different grade sand is embedded in the outer epoxy
cover of the FRP reinforcements.
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Figure 2: Stress-strain diagram for different unidirectional FRP and mild steel (Täljsten, 2007)
Spirally winding (W) or helical wrapping is the process of winding fibre material and resin around longitudinal fibres. The filament
winding process can utilize many different fibres and resins to achieve desired characteristics for the finished reinforcement.
Combination of winding and sand coating is often used. Ribbed bars (RB) or indented bars can also be used. Indentation can be
realized by spirally cutting the longitudinal fibres of the pultruded FRP bars. Through this the effective cross-section will be reduced
but the bond capacities will be improved.
FRP reinforcements have smoother deformations than steel and induce less splitting of the concrete cover. Therefore, the bond
strength and the bond-slip behaviour differ considerably. Due to the shear lag effect (Achillides, Pilakoutas, 2004) fibres located at the
FRP bar perimeter are subjected to larger longitudinal stress than internal fibres. These differences need to be considered in design.
Carbon C FRP - SCW
CFRP - W
Glass

GFRO - RB
GFRP - SCW

Basal t

BFRP - SC
BFRP - SC

Figure 3: FRP bars: carbon (top two), glass (middle two), basalt fibre reinforced polymer bars (bottom two) with various surface
preparations
FRP prestressing (Borosnyói, 2002) and post-tensioning tendons (Karbhari, 1998) have high potential in civil engineering applications.
FRP tendons are lightweight and carry high tensile stresses. However, they need special anchorages, the FRP reinforcements are
sensible to transverse stress. Conventional anchorages are to be used with special considerations. Tendons are usually made of carbon
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fibres and aramid fibres with epoxy or vinyl ester resins. Aramid fibres are popular because of their high toughness, high elongation at
failure, non-magnetic and non-conductive characteristics.
The hand lay-up FRP strengthening involves in situ application of sheets (Figure 4 left). This system was first developed and
commercialized in Japan mainly with unidirectional fibre sheets (tow sheet) used for increasing (confinement) earthquake resistant
capacity of reinforced concrete columns (Katsumata et al., 1988). FRP sheets used for hand lay-up may contain fibbers orientated in
multiple directions. The hand lay-up method allows bonding to curved surfaces and wrapping.
The second technique was developed in Europe. This method uses precurred FRP reinforcements made by pultrusion. FRP
reinforcements (Figure 4 right) are bonded to the concrete surface using high performance adhesives. The first FRP reinforcement
application in Europe was at prestressed highway bridge in Germany (Meier, 1992).

Figure 4: FRP sheets (textiles) for hand lay-up (left) and laminates, pultruded FRP elements and strips (right; fib, 2007)
The main advantage of fibre reinforced polymers is their high tensile strength to weight ratio. FRP reinforcement can be at least
twice but even 10 times as strong as steel meanwhile their weight is only 20% of that of steel. The insensitivity to electrolytic
corrosion enables high durability especially used in concrete structures in marine environment. The chemical durability of the FRP
product is influenced by the protection of the polymers. Durability test of the fibres are of a great concern.
Behaviour under elevated temperatures is mainly influenced by the polymer properties as the forming temperatures of fibres
(Table 1) are usually superior to the temperatures under which polymers lose their geometrical stability. In bond experiments it was
found that above the glass transition temperature bond strength decreases dramatically.
Electromagnetic neutrality enables the use of FRP products in special conditions where steel electromagnetic properties are
limiting their application. The high cuttability makes them ideal material to reinforce temporary structures (tunnel diaphragm walls
“soft eye technique”).
Lack of plastic deformability, reduced shear strength, low compressive strength (exception are AFRPs), poor behaviour at high
temperatures of the epoxy matrix, high material cost are considered disadvantages.
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2.3.1

Adhesives to bond FRP

Adhesives have an important role in structural strengthening applications (Täljsten, 2005) since they bond together the old and new
structural elements. Adhesive bonding occurs when the adhesive molecules absorb onto a solid surface and chemically react.
Various forces will be applied to the adhesive layer, i.e.: tension, compression, shear, cleavage and peel as shown in Figure 5. The
ability to transfer the load is influenced by the thickness and bond area. A bonded joint is preferably loaded in shear. This is the case
mainly for FRP strengthenings. The ability of an adhesive to maintain adhesion while exposed to harsh environments varies as does
their chemical resistance too.

Figure 5: Different forces acting on bonded joints (Täljsten, 2005)
In general adhesion has five modes: (1) Mechanical adhesion when adhesive materials fill the voids or pores of the surfaces and hold
surfaces together by interlocking; (2) Chemical adhesion if surface molecules form ionic, covalent, or hydrogen bonds, then the surfaces
will be joined together by a network of these links; (3) Dispersive adhesion when two materials are held together by the Van der Waals
forces (the attraction between molecules of different charge); (4) Electrostatic adhesion is not characteristic for FRP reinforcement and
finally; (5) Diffuse adhesion when materials may merge at the joint by diffusion it may occur when the molecules of both materials are
mobile and soluble in each other. In case of FRP reinforcements the supplier of the reinforcing materials supplies also the adequate
bonding system. This should be used for optimal adhesion. Two component epoxy adhesives with high filler content for high viscosity
are recommended to bond NSM reinforcement. Testing of bond properties at the FRP-adhesive interface should be made using pullout tests with relative short bond lengths.
Epoxy based adhesives
The curing process transforms the two liquid components, epoxy resin and hardener, to a highly cross-linked space framework by
polyaddition. The properties of epoxy polymers are mainly dependent on the used hardener. Up to 70% of fine aggregate fillers are
used to control the mechanical behaviour of the adhesives used for application of pultruded reinforcements. For hand lay-up systems
filling ratio of 0-30% is used (Borchert, Zilch, 2008). Epoxy adhesives were first used in 1930 in Germany, USA and Switzerland
(Täljsten, 2005). Curing time is relative short in comparison to cement based adhesives. Common adhesives used for FRP applications
reach almost 90% of their maximal strength at room temperatures. Increase in the curing temperature results in a higher rate or
curing. Epoxy resins are usually delivered as a two component mix, and are mixed at site. The entrapped air brought in the bulk epoxy
in the mixing process reduces the density and the maximum strength and stiffness in a nearly linear way (Borchert, 2008). Creep test
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has shown that age of the adhesive at time of load application has effect on the shear deformations. Nevertheless, adhesives loaded at
4 days age have similar shear deformation as adhesive loaded at 28 days age.
The exposures to elevated temperatures (close to the glass transition temperatures) lead to irreversible losses of the strengthening
efficiency due to shear deformations of adhesives (Borchert, 2008).
It is important to notice that long-term strength of epoxy adhesives at room temperature can be assumed to be 50-70% of the shortterm ultimate load and in case of structural adhesives a lower limit is recommended taking into account the usually higher service
temperatures.
Cement based adhesives
Epoxy based adhesives have some disadvantages: do not adhere well to wet surfaces, are sensitive to low temperatures (under 5°C)
during curing (Burke et al., 2008), they have relatively low glass transition temperature, a reduced water permeability, and are harmful
to men and environment.
The cement based adhesives were investigated (Johansson and Täljsten, 2005; Szabó, Balázs, Fenyvesi, 2008). They have some
advantages in comparison to epoxy based adhesives: lower material cost, reduced hazard to workers, and effective bonding to wet
surfaces. The most important advantage although is that cementitious mortars have better resistance to high temperatures and a good
thermal compatibility with the concrete substrate.
Cement mortars can be used with serious limitations in externally bonding application. They show promising alternative for NSM
strengthening application (see chapter 2.8.2 Adhesive properties). They are used for textile reinforced mortars (Bournas et al., 2007).
Bond tests of NSM reinforcement have identified limitations due to the low bond strength of cement based adhesives (de Lorenzis,
Rizo, Tegola, 2002). In another research sustained loads (in flexural test) were applied at temperatures close or exceeding the glass
transition temperatures of the matrix and adhesives. Flexural performance of NSM FRP strengthened RC slabs improved for cement
based adhesives in comparison to epoxy based adhesives (Burke et al., 2009).
2.4

C ONVENTIONAL STRENGTHENING METHODS

In preserving our structures beside maintenance often structural strengthening and rehabilitation is needed. In strengthening the
original structure’s strength or ductility is increased. In rehabilitation the structure’s original qualities are restored. Structural
requalification can be important in case of old structures. Functional requirements of the modern construction practice can be hardly
fulfilled. In the following general term used for any retrofitting application will be strengthening.
Some of the existing concrete structures need to be upgraded or replaced, because they are in poor condition, not only due to
deterioration processes, but also due to errors made during design and execution or due to deterioration caused by accidentally loads
(earthquake, blast, etc.), ageing, fatigue, environmental corrosion, increased loading, changes of the statical system, etc.
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Efficient strengthening methods extend service life of the existing structures and therefore are considered to be environmental friendly
solutions. Strengthening is a reliable alternative to demolition. Demolition and construction of new structures is time and cost
consuming. In case of bridges in this time interval deviation of the traffic will be needed which may cause additional costs.
Conventional strengthening methods are considered to be those used prior to the fibre reinforced polymer strengthening systems. The
most commonly used ones will be presented.
2.4.1

Reinforced concrete jacketing

Reinforced concrete jacketing (Deuring, 1993) consist in an additional concrete layer which is sprayed or hand-applied on the cleaned
old concrete surface. The new concrete layer is reinforced with a steel mess to overcome the high shrinkage due to low water/cement
ratio. The additional reinforcement is bonded to the old elements, then the new fresh concrete layer is applied. It is a reliable repair
solution. Formwork is not needed and concrete can be applied on surfaces at any inclination. With the sprayed application good bond
between old and new concrete can be achieved due to the high degree of compaction. The effectiveness of both cast in place concrete
strengthening and shotcreting was proved for reinforced concrete bridge columns (Hamilton et al., 2004), an adequate ductility in
cyclic loading was reported. Some disadvantages of concrete jacketing are also known. The water/cement ratio cannot be
quantitatively controlled on site. A large material fraction is wasted due to reflection on the surface of application. From architectural
point of view it is important to notice the increased cross-sections which can change appearance of the building.

Figure 6: Reinforced concrete building prepared for shotcreting (Karydis,G., 2006)
Disadvantage is also that the strengthened building need to be clear out completely, the plaster layer need to removed and recycled,
and after strengthening a new plaster layer will be needed. Figure 6 demonstrates the work intensity in case of a strengthening.
Besides that the strengthening process is very time, resource and energy consuming.
2.4.2

Strengthening using steel plates
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Strengthening using steel plate consists in bonding of steel plates as an additional reinforcement on the surface of the strengthened
elements.
Research result obtained by the UK Transport and Road Research Laboratory the University of Sheffield and EMPA (Swiss Federal
Laboratory for Material Testing and Research) were presented by Holloway and Leeming (1999). Advantages as well as disadvantages
of externally bonded steel plates were discussed. The external steel plate bonding applied on beams had significant effect on crackwidth control by increasing the stiffness of beams and reducing deflection. The technique has been used since the 60s. The
effectiveness of plate bonding for strengthening purpose was demonstrated. Similar load-deflection curves were obtained in case of
beams plated as-cast or plated after they were pre-cracked. If the plates were adhesively bonded using high performance epoxy
adhesives critical failure mode was by horizontal shear failure in concrete layer close to the adhesive surface (Hussain et al., 1995) or
concrete rip-off. Failure is result of the concentration of shear and normal stress at plate ends caused by stiffness incompatibility
between the plate and concrete. Axial force (increased shear deformations and increased deflection) built up at the end of the plate
induces high bond stresses which may reach critical level causing failure. It was found that failure may be avoided with a serious
distortion of the adhesive layer (flexible adhesives). Research has been focused also on the optimization of plate width to plate
thickness ratio and anchorage technique (Hussain et al., 1995).
The disadvantage of this technique is caused by the steel itself. Due to the steel corrosion a periodical maintenance is needed, the
heavy steel plates application and shaping to fit profiles is rather difficult labour and time consuming. Steel corrosion causes not only
esthetical problems and reduction of the effective plate cross-section but can cause deterioration of the bond at the adhesive steel
plate interface. Deterioration is almost impossible to detect. Self weight to tensile strength ratio of steel is rather high, transportation
and handling steel plates is difficult, the need of expensive false work and the inevitable lap splices (welding would destroy adhesive
layer) add to the disadvantages of this strengthening technique. Engindeniz et al. (2005) and many others concluded that externally
bonded laminates strengthening technique can eliminate some important limitations of grouted steel jacketing and concrete
jacketing.
2.5

S TRENGTHENING WITH FRP

Increasing requirements for existing concrete structures need enhanced strengthening methods. A promising solution is given by the
fibre reinforced polymer strengthening. This innovative technique grew out of the experience gained with retrofitting of structures
using concrete jacketing and steel plate bonding.
One drawback of reinforced concrete structures and conventional strengthening techniques is the reinforcing steel sensibility to
electrolytic corrosion. The corrosion of steel reinforcement led to the current unsatisfactory state of the reinforced concrete structures.
Chlorides reduce the alkalinity of concrete (Kopecskó, Balázs, 2005) especially in aggressive environment such as marine environment.
In heavily de-iced bridge decks corrosion of steel inside concrete causes loss of reinforcing effect, spalling of concrete and in some
cases failure of concrete elements. We can use for example epoxy coated steel bars, but they are unable to completely eliminate steel
corrosion. A viable solution is the application of non corrosive materials such as fibre reinforced polymers.
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Efficiency of pultruded FRP strips for flexural strengthening was investigated in EMPA laboratories (Switzerland) from the mid-80’s
(Meier and Winistörfer, 1995). FRP materials are used for strengthening of elements made of reinforced concrete, masonry
(Triantafillou, 1998; Ehsani, 1995), steel (Sen et al., 2001), and wood (Triantafillou, 1987). Strengthening is possible also by
application of prestressed FRP materials (Triantafillou et al., 1992; Deuring, 1993).

a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 7: FRP reinforcement used as (a) as internal reinforcement, as (b) externally bonded textile reinforcement and as (c)
externally bonded and (d) near surface mounted pultruded reinforcement
In the last two decades fibre reinforced polymer (FRP) materials have emerged as promising alternative repair materials due to several
advantages of FRP strengthening. There is a great potential in strengthening with FRP. However, it is important to have sufficient
knowledge on behaviour and applicability of different FRP materials and techniques.
Textiles (hand lay-up) or pultruded reinforcement can be bonded to the exterior of concrete structures using high strength adhesives
to provide additional reinforcement to supplement the available internal reinforcing. In addition to external bonding (EBR) the FRP
reinforcements can be inserted into grooves cut into the structural members in an application called generally near surface mounting
(NSM). Application details are shown in Figure 7.
The first International Symposium on the topic took place during the ACI (American Concrete Institute founded in 1914) Convention in
Vancouver in March 1993 organized by ACI Committee 424 (Prestressed Concrete) and the new ACI Committee for FRP Reinforcement
(ACI Committee 440). It was agreed at that time that the International Symposium should be repeated biennially under the acronym
FRPRCS (Fibre Reinforced Polymer Reinforcement for Concrete Structures). Symposia followed in Ghent (1995), Sapporo (1997),
Baltimore (1999), Cambridge (2001), Singapore (2003), Kansas City (2005), Patras (2007), Sidney (2009), Tampa Florida (2011) and
Guimaraes (Portugal, 2013). Publication on the topic followed. First was “State-of art report on application of FRP composites” drafted
by ACI committee 440 (1995). Symposia proceedings are important “source book” of research and industry, the first being FRPRCS-2 in
1995 (Ghent). 82 papers from 18 different countries were published.
The research focused at that time on FRP prestressed and internal application. Topics like testing of tensile properties (Malvar, Bish,
1995; Scheibe, Rostasy, 1995), development of anchorage devices, durability (effect of alkalinity), and bond were of great concern.
Only 9 papers were received on the topic of rehabilitation and strengthening. Among them it was discussed for example the
strengthening using CFRP sheets by Meier and Winistörfer and strengthening of earthquake damaged masonry structures by Ehasani.
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For the comparison at the 8th FRPRCS Symposium (Patras, 2006) ten topics were related to strengthening with more than 200 papers
while only one topic was dealing with internal reinforcement and one with prestressing tendons.
International Federation for Structural Concrete (fib), former European Committee for Concrete known as CEB founded in 1953 and
International Federation for Prestressing known as FIP was inaugurated in 1952. In 1996 the fib Task Group 9.3 (TG 9.3) on FRP
reinforcement for reinforced concrete structures had the first official meeting in Gent. The task group with about 60 members is
representing European universities, research institutes and industrial companies working in the field of advanced composite
reinforcement for concrete structures, as well as members of North-America and Asia. Main objectives are:
•

The elaboration of design guidelines in accordance with the design format of the Model Code and Eurocode 2;

•

Link with other initiatives regarding material testing and characterization & development of standard test
methods;

•

Participation in the international forum in the field of advanced composite reinforcement, stimulating the use of
FRP for concrete structures;

•

Guidance on practical execution of concrete structures reinforced, prestressed, or upgraded by FRP.

The most valuable publication of fib TG 9.3 on strengthening were technical reports:
2001 – Bulletin 14: Externally bonded FRP reinforcement for RC structures and
2007 – Bulletin 40: FRP reinforcement in RC structures the publication of updated version of the bulletins is priority
of the task group.
In Japan the late 80’s the application of FRP reinforcement for concrete has been steadily increasing (Ueda, 2010). Especially after the
late 90’s the FRP sheets (or continuous fibre sheet) were applied in many cases for seismic retrofitting, upgrading and durability
retrofitting. The Great Hanshin Earthquake (also known as Kobe earthquake 1995) was the driving force for seismic retrofitting. FRP
reinforcements were applied also to structures that required non-magnetic characteristics in construction materials. In Japan by the
end of March 2004 a quantity of 6.94 million square meter of carbon fibre sheet (in 9849 applications) and 0.265 million square meter
of aramid fibre sheet were used in almost thousand and six hundred applications respectively.
Codes for FRP reinforcement for new concrete structures and codes for upgrading of existing concrete were drafted by the JSCE (Japan
Society of Civil Engineers - established in 1914) Committee on Continuous Fiber Reinforcing Materials (1997), Editorial Committee on
Concrete Reinforced with Continuous Fiber Reinforcement (1995) and Research Committee on Upgrading of Concrete Structures with
Use of Continuous Fiber Sheet (2001) were working on the documents. The first code was titled “Recommendation for design and
construction of concrete structures using continuous fiber reinforcing materials” published in 1997. The Recommendation could be
applied at that time to most of the FRP reinforcing bars available in Japan, which were carbon and aramid bars (round/rectangular
rods, strands and braids) and carbon, aramid and glass grids. At the same time related standards were published by JSCE. They were
quality specifications for continuous fibre reinforcing materials, which specified material properties of FRP reinforcements. Numerous
test method for continuous fibre reinforcing materials were published for tensile properties, for flexural tensile properties, for creep
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failure, for long-term relaxation, for fatigue, for coefficient of thermal expansion, for performance of anchorages, for alkali resistance,
for bond strength (pull-out tests) and for shear properties (double plane shear tests).
The second code drafted by JSCE in this field and the first in strengthening was entitled “Recommendations for upgrading of concrete
structures with use of continuous fibre sheets” (2001).
The code had recommendation for upgrading of concrete structures with use of continuous fibre sheets applied to both column and
beam elements. In the Recommendations verification methods for safety were provided for flexural strength, shear strength and
ductility. In the flexural strength prediction, interfacial fracture energy concept is applied, while deboning is considered in the shear
strength prediction. Quality specifications for continuous fibre sheets were also presented. Test for tensile properties, for overlap splice
strength, for bond properties to concrete to steel plate, for direct pull-out strength, for tensile fatigue strength, for accelerated artificial
exposure, for freeze-thaw resistance, for water, for acid and alkali resistance of continuous fibre sheets were presented.
2.6
2.6.1

NSM STRENGTHENING
In general

The use of NSM reinforcement is not a new technique. It was developed in Europe for strengthening of RC structures in the early 1950s.
In 1948, an RC bridge deck in Sweden needed to be upgraded in its negative moment region (Asplund, 1949) due to an excessive
settlement of the steel cage during construction. This was accomplished by inserting steel reinforcement bars in grooves made in the
concrete surface and filling it with cement mortar. This technique was used for several applications with cement and epoxy adhesives.
The drawback of this method was that the steel reinforcement was exposed to electrolytic corrosion as the concrete cover thickness
was not sufficient to host the steel reinforcements. The bond capacity of the reinforcement was reduced in comparison to bond of
internal reinforcement due to the reduced concrete cover. The FRP materials opened new perspectives of NSM strengthening as all of
its disadvantages could be overcome by the FRP material. Taking into account the use of FRP reinforcement instead of steel
reinforcement, it has many advantages, primary the excellent resistance to corrosion, the ease of application due to lightweight
properties, and the reduced groove size due to higher tensile strength and softer surface deformations (stiff deformations of steel
induce splitting of the concrete cover).
Several similarities can be discovered between strengthening with FRP and steel. Common aspect can be recalled from other FRP
applications like internal reinforcement and externally bonding. Nevertheless NSM strengthenings have many parameters to influence
the strengthening behaviour. The last ten years of research were enough to understand only partially its behaviour. The link to internal
reinforcement is the confinement of concrete which ensures proper bond and composite behaviour. Reinforcements (small diameter
bars max. 10-12 mm) developed and used for internal reinforcing can be now used in NSM application. Difference is that the FRP
reinforcements are supplementing steel reinforcement and are adhesively boned mostly with two component epoxy adhesives.
Rectangular strip shaped reinforcements were developed for externally bonded applications. The premature deboning observed in EBR
applications can be avoided applying the same adhesive and reinforcement (the width of strips is limited by the thickness of concrete
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cover) in grooves in NSM application. The different internal force transfer and the increased bond surface enable better utilization of
the FRP tensile capacity.
This technique started to be used again with FRP from the end 90th-s, in this period Blaschko (2001) published his research related to
NSM FRP strips.
In order to apply FRP materials in near surface mounting technique a groove needs to be cut into the strengthened surface. The groove
is in general not deeper than the concrete cover. The internal steel reinforcement should not be damaged. The groove will be cut using
a two diamond blade cutter or ultra high pressure water jet (Galecki et al., 2006). The two blade cutter will create two parallel slits,
thereafter the material between the slits needs to be chiselled off. The advantage of using high pressure water jets is that the groove
depth can be maximized. The cutting surface will be free of dust and reasonably rough. If the grooves are preformed in the fresh
concrete, the result will be a smooth groove surface. The groove will be filled halfway with a low viscosity, two component adhesive
(usually adhesives used for externally bonded applications are suitable), the FRP reinforcement will be applied in the middle of the
groove after it was cleaned and wetted by the adhesive. The adhesive in surplus can be removed and the surface can be levelled. No
extra protection of the reinforcement will be needed, other than fire protection if it is the case.
In NSM strengthening technique round cross-section bars designed for internal reinforcement can be also used (Nanni, 2003). These
reinforcements have usually intense surface preparations. In addition, rectangular cross-section reinforcements with different aspect
ratio can be also used.
Near surface mounting technique has many advantages vs. externally bonding technique (EBR): (a) the larger than doubled bond
surface induces better anchorage capacity, (b) it provides higher resistance against peeling-off, so a higher percentage of the tensile
strength can be mobilized, (c) due to the special mounting setup the FRP reinforcement is protected by the surrounding concrete
against mechanical influences, therefore, this technique is attractive for strengthening also in the negative moment region (d) the
strengthening has an improved protection against freeze/thaw cycles, elevated temperature, fire, ultraviolet rays and vandalism (e) no
preparation work is needed other than grooving and cleaning, therefore reduced installation time is required. Experiments showed
also an improved ductility, preferable composite action, and an ultimate load more independent from concrete tensile strength
(Blaschko, 2001; Cruz, Barros, 2002; Kotynia, 2005; Quattlebaum et al., 2005). Unevenness of the strengthened element does not
negatively influence the bond behaviour, the linear positioning of the reinforcement will not be compromised.
FRP reinforcements have several advantages in comparison to conventional steel bars. High strength to weights ratio enables an easy
and high rate application without significant increase of the elements self weight. FRP materials are not sensitive to electrolytic
corrosion and their surface deformations induce in comparison a reduced splitting tendency of the concrete cover. Therefore, the
reduced concrete cover of the NSM reinforcement represents no problem for corrosion of and for force transfer.
2.6.2

Research

Research programmes from Europe, North America, Asia, and Australia in the field of NSM strengthening with emphasis on bond were
studied by the author in detail (Szabó, Balázs, 2007).
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Probablyy the most well knnown test results on early studies of NSM vs. EBR reeinforcement on slab and beam elements were published
by Blaschhko (2001). The bending
b
momentt vs. deflection diaagram indicated considerable
c
increeases of the maxiimum bending moment
m
and that of the maximum deflection in casee NSM reinforcem
ment in comparisoon to EBR reinforceement (Figure 8)..

Fiigure 8: Bending moment vs. deflflection curves forr slab elements ((Blaschko, 2001)
In the sttudy by Blaschkoo (2001) the appplicability of CFRP strips in NSM application was investigated. Thhe bond behaviour was
describedd based on pull-oout test results and a bond model w
was presented which explained strress and deformation of the concreete and
CFRP strip. At the Universiity of München thhe research work oon applicability off NSM strips was continued by Borrchert who published his
PhD thessis in 2009 on the impact of the service conditions on short- and long-term strenggth and deformattion behaviour off epoxy
adhesives and CFRP strips. The effect of
o curing time, ssustained loadingg at temperaturees between room
m and glass traansition
temperatture were studiedd.
At the Unniversity of Minhoo at Department of Civil Engineering a special beam
m test (beam pull-out test) was developed to study bond
propertiees of NSM reinforccement (Cruz, Barros, 2002). Particularity of the tesst was the use of specimens with fibre
f reinforced cooncrete
to avoid shear failure of thhe specimen. Steeel hooked fibres were
w used (60 kg/m3). The additioon of steel fibres influenced
i
only thhe post
cracking behaviour. Relattively short bond lengths (40, 60 and 80 mm) were tested to obtaain the local bondd slip behaviour of strip
C reinforcement in function of the concrete substrate strength (cconcrete cylinder compressive streength was of 35, 45 and
shaped CFRP
70 N/mm
m2). Strain of the reinforcement
r
waas measured at thhe unbounded lenngth, slip was meaasured at loaded and unloaded ends. The
load wass controlled by the measurement of
o the loaded endd slip. As a result the descending bbranch of bond slip curve was acccurately
recorded. In total nine sppecimens were teested one for eacch parameter. The results were ussed to describe bond
b behaviour foor strip
shaped reeinforcement andd to develop a bonnd model (Cruz, BBarros, 2002). Currrently, work is focused on the development of a moodel for
NSM streengthening efficieency in shear (Dias, Barros, 2006; 2008, 2009) andd pre-stressed appplication of NSM
M reinforcement ((Barros,
2009). The
T efficiency of NSM vs. EBR waas pointed out oonce again, by Balsamo et al in 2013. They provved that with lesss NSM
reinforcement the same faailure load can be reached as for EBBR strengthening,, nevertheless witth a decrease in sttiffness.
d Lorenzis using an unreinforced inversed T section with a
Bond behhaviour of circularr cross-section reiinforcement was investigated by de
steel hingge in a pull-out bending
b
test (de Lorenzis,
L
Nanni, 1999) and using a modified pull-ouut test (C-shaped specimen de Loreenzis et
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al., 2002 see details in chapter 2.9.2 Pull-out tests). Investigated parameters were bond length, bar surface pattern, groove size
(groove depth), adhesive type (cement and epoxy based). Based on the aforementioned tests finite element model was presented for
the anchorage length (de Lorenzis, et al. 2004). A resume on NSM reinforcement bond influencing parameters with the categorisation
of the characteristic failure modes was published in 2007 (de Lorenzis, Teng). Effect of construction details was also studied (de
Lorenzis, Galati, 2006) using pull-out with test variables like groove size, edge distance, transverse confinement, adhesive strength.
The transverse strains of the epoxy adhesive and reinforcement confining concrete was also reported. Test report of this research group
has focused on the bond behaviour of NSM round cross-section bars although reports on structural behaviour of flexural as well as
shear reinforced beams were also published (de Lorenzis, Nanni, 2002; de Lorenzis, Rizzo, 2006). For smooth grooves failure in most
cases was found at adhesive-concrete interface, bond-slip behaviour was pseudoductile due to residual friction. For rough grooves,
failure was in most cases by splitting, ductility was influenced by the surface pattern of the reinforcement and type of the adhesive.
At the Technical University of Lulea, under the supervision of Täljsten, research was focused on the behaviour of large scale structural
elements strengthened with NSM and EBR reinforcement in prestressed (Nordin, Täljsten, 2006) or non prestressed (Carolin, 2003)
applications.
At the Technical University of Łodz (Kotynia, 2005) the flexural strengthening efficiency NSM CFRP strip was studied on large spam
beams. The bond behaviour was investigated on beam pull-out test with span of 1500 and 2200 mm. Investigated parameters were
beam span, concrete strength, bond length (80, 120, 160 mm) and the most important steel reinforcement ratio. The reduction of the
NSM bond capacities was observed in presence of the radial bond stresses developed at the internal steel reinforcements.
An extensive North American research programme under the supervision of Rizkalla, focused on bond of NSM and EBR reinforcement.
On beam tests bond properties of FRP deformed bars (Marshal Industries) diameter of 9 mm (Rizkalla, Hassan, 2003) and CFRP strips
with plain surface (Hassan, Rizkalla, 2003) cross-section of 1.2×25 mm (S and P) at relatively large bond length up to 1200 mm were
investigated. Based on finite element model development length design chart was proposed.
Researchers in Australia used a block pull-out test to investigate the effect of variables like: bond length, strip size, substrate strength.
Based on the results an idealized bilinear bond slip curve was recommended (Seracino et al. 2007).
Experimental programme in Greece (Novidis et al, 2007; Novidis, Pantazopoulou, 2006) used an innovative eccentric pull-out test
setup (presented in 2.9.2 Pull-out tests). Investigated parameters were bond length, groove surface roughness, bars surface pattern
(Novidis et al, 2007). Bond was studied also using a beam test setup (Novidis, Pantazopoulou, 2006) of cross-section 200×300 mm
and length of 1140 mm.
Pererara et al. in 2009 published experimental partially results of a block pull-out test. Testing programme included 44 bond tests
investigated parameters were bond length, reinforcement cross-sectional shape, RC concrete strength, reinforcement surface pattern,
groove size and resin type. Circular (diameter of 12 mm) square (10×10 mm) and strip shaped (2×16 mm) reinforcements were
tested. Measurement of the reinforcement strain and slip at loaded and unloaded enabled the description of the characteristic bond
slip behaviour.
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2.6.3

NSM strengthening application

Flexural strengthening of RC beams represents is the most popular application of FRP reinforcement.
In Portugal (Minho) carbon FRP strips were applied on RC beams. As result they doubled the ultimate load of the corresponding
reference beam. They increased the load with 32% to 47% at the onset of steel reinforcement yielding. The increase on cracking load
was also considerable. The strengthened beams showed a higher stiffness between the cracking and yielding load. The collapse of the
beams started with slip of the carbon FRP strips. It was characterized by the detachment of a concrete layer at bottom of the beam. The
maximum strains registered in the FRP have ranged from 62% to 92% of its ultimate strain, showing the good anchorage capacity of
the near surface mounted laminates and optimal use of the reinforcement tensile capacity (Barros, Fortes, 2005). Similar experiments
were done in Poland confirming and completing the results of the previously presented test (Kotynia, 2005; Kotynia et al., 2009).
A special test indicated that if the axial stiffness of NSM aramid FRP rods was similar to the stiffness of aramid FRP sheet bonded as
EBR, the flexural reinforcing effect may be similar (Kishi et al., 2005).
Large scale 4 m beams were tested strengthened with EBR and NSM reinforcement prestressed (Nordin, Täljsten, 2006) or non
prestressed (Carolin, 2003) aplications. In case of the prestressed beams a prestressing level 20% of the CFRP strips tensile capacity
was chosen. The prestressing increased the beams stiffness in comparison to the non strengthened beam in addition it increased the
first crack load with 20%, the steel yield load with 15%, the ultimate load was not significantly influenced.
Shear failure depends on several parameters. It should be avoided owing to it’s brittle nature. The use of FRP in shear strengthening
introduces new complexities, namely: FRP-concrete bond condition, linear elastic material behaviour, and the different strengthening
layouts can be used. Tests run in Portugal (Dias, Barros, 2006) on reinforced concrete T-beams the strengthening effect of carbon FRP
strip quantity (Figure 9) and orientation. The strips at 60° orientation were the most effective (Figure 10). It assured an average
increase in service load (deflection of L/400) of 24% compared to the simply RC beam. And an average increase in service load of 1415% compared with the beams strengthened with strip orientation of 90°and 45°.

a)

b)

Figure 9: Failure of shear strengthened RC beams with a) 3 reinforcing b) and 7 reinforcing carbon FRP strips with
60°orientation (Dias, Barros, 2006)
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Figure 10: Shear strengthening efficacy of RC beams vs. carbon FRP percentage (Dias, Barros, 2006)
The largest increase in service load (30%) was registered at beams with the highest percentage of reinforcing strips. This tendency was
not observed in the series of beams with strips orientation of 45°.
Behaviour of RC beams strengthened in shear with NSM FRP reinforcement was studied in other experiment with similar results. The
use of strips instead of round bars resulted in a lower FRP contribution to the shear capacity. Because failure was in all cases separation
of the concrete side cover at steel stirrups level, decreasing the spacing or increasing the inclination did not benefit the shear capacity
of the beams (de Lorenzis, Rizzo, 2006).
Columns of reinforced concrete framed structures are important elements since their failure leads to collapse of the structure.
Loading directions
Reinforced concrete
column 200 200 mm

1000
100-150

CFRP strips glued
in groves

300

Concrete cover replaiced
by epoxy mortar
FRP anchorage holes
of 100mm depth
30

800

Footing
400

Figure 11: Strengthening technique in specimens of RC column (Barros et al., 2004).
To asses effectiveness of NSM strengthening three series of RC columns (non-strengthened columns NON, strengthened with CFRP
strips PRE, tested columns of the NON series strengthened with CFRP strips POS) were loaded with static axial compression load and
cyclic horizontal load. The strengthening technique presented some particularities (Figure 11). The concrete was removed from the
non-linear hinge region (100-150 mm from the column bottom) and was replaced by epoxy mortar, the grooves were cut along the
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faces subjected to tensile stress and in the alignment of the grooves perforations of about 100 mm were made in the footing to anchor
the FRP reinforcement. The test showed a significant increase of the load carrying capacity of both PRE and POS strengthened columns
(Barros et al., 2004). Bournas and Triantafillou (2009) studied the flexural behaviour at monotonic and cyclic loading of columns
strengthened with NSM steel and various FRP reinforcements. The effect of textile reinforced mortars was also investigated. NSM FRP
and stainless steel reinforcements were found as a solution toward enhancing the flexural resistance of RC columns subjected to
seismic loads. A comparison of various NSM materials on the basis of equal uniaxial tension bar strength was in favour of stainless steel
which exhausted its load capacity due to yielding. Epoxy based adhesives outperformed their cement based counterparts.
By prestressing a higher utilization of the FRP material is possible, extremely important to ensure the proper force transfer to the
structure. In case of near surface mounting the shear and normal stresses can be more efficiently transferred to the structure without
mechanical anchoring devices.
There are some advantages of prestressed FRP applications, the better utilization of the strengthening material. Higher first cracking
load, smaller crack size and distance between the cracks will most likely increase the durability and stiffness of the structure. Unloading
of the steel reinforcement improves the fatigue behaviour. Higher steel yielding and ultimate load with smaller midpoint deflection are
also in favour of prestressing. However there is also a drawback. The majority of the FRP materials are linear elastic up to failure. By
prestressing the strain capacity is partially used. This fact explains also that in most cases the structures strengthened with prestressed
FRP fail by fibre rupture especially when end anchorages are used.

Figure 12: Load-deflection diagram of beams strengthened in flexure with carbon FRP (Nordin, Täljsten, 2006)
Figure 12 shows the typical behaviour of beams in four point bending. The figure shows three important stages, concrete cracking (A) ,
internal reinforcing steel yielding (B) and finally failure (Nordin, Täljsten, 2006; Carolin, 2003).
NSM was applied in Sweden in 1999 to supplement the insufficient internal steel reinforcement needed in a joint between pre-case
and in-situ cast concrete (Carolin, 2003).
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An innovative and cost-effective solution utilizing near surface mounted FRP rods was used for upgrading six cement silos located in
Boston area (Figure 13). An inspection revealed concrete spalls and structural cracks at the reinforced concrete silos caused by the
missing of approximately 30% of the designed vertical and hoop steel. Full access around the outside perimeter was not possible as
the silos were built in cluster formation of 4 and 2 silos.
The major benefits of near surface mounted FRP rods are the following: minimized groove dimensions due to the high strength and
resistance to corrosion of the bars; adequate anchoring possibilities of the reinforcement to adjacent members in this case the roods
were doweled into the silos common wall to a depth that ensured development of their strength (Emmons et al., 2003).

Figure 13: Groove cutting and doweling of the FRP into a common wall (Emmons et al. 2003)
Reduced self weight of the FRP made possible the mounting of the 45 m bars in one piece just by man power (Figure 14). From
ecological point of view this project was very important because the strengthening was the only reliable alternative to demolition and
new silo construction.

Figure 14: Alternative to demolition, deficient silos strengthening with fibre reinforced polymers (Alkhrdaji, Thomas, 2006)
Another possible application of NSM reinforcement is for increasing anchorage capacity of externally bonded laminates applied to
beams where the complete wrapping is not possible. The NSM reinforcement was placed over the FRP laminate at their anchorage- as
result the ultimate capacity of the strengthening system increased with 48%. An extensive research was carried out by Gose and Nanni
(2000) for the application of this special NSM anchoring system for T-beams and slabs.
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2.7

B OND OF NSM REINFORCEMENT

Bond slip behaviour is very important for the distribution of bond stresses along the reinforcement. This can be obtained by solving the
differential equation of bond once the local bond stress vs. slip relationship is known.
Bond behaviour influences not only the ultimate capacity of the element but also serviceability behaviour, crack widths and crack
spacing.

a)

b)

c)

Figure 15: Interaction forces developed by near surface a), b) and externally bonded c) reinforcements
In case of strengthening with FRP the most important issue is the stress transfer between the strengthened structural member and the
strengthening material (Tepfers, de Lorenzis 2003). The interaction force development (Figure 15) between old (structural concrete)
and new (strengthening FRP) materials are different in case of NSM and EBR applications. In addition to the shear stresses parallel to
the FRP surface, stresses perpendicular to the FRP surface develop. These perpendicular stresses are different in nature and intensity. In
NSM applications they are mainly balanced by the concrete surrounding the groove which confines the strengthening (adhesive and
strengthening). As a result of the confinement deformations of the adhesives will be limited, and the so developed tri-axial stress state
will enhance the adhesive shear and bond capacities. In EBR applications the interaction stresses perpendicular to the surface are
balanced only by the adhesive or concrete surface tensile strength. Due to the relatively low concrete tensile strength the connection
usually fails by peeling-off failure.
FRP interaction force development is of outstanding importance in the effectiveness of strengthening. Difference in interaction force
development should be made as a function of the reinforcement geometry and surface preparation. In case of round cross-sectioned
ribbed FRP bars the force development has some similarities with the steel bars used for reinforcing concrete. For investigation of bond
stresses simple pull-out tests can be used (de Lorenzis et al., 2002; Seracino et al., 2007) or beam pull-out test can be used (Cruz,
Barros, 2002). The understanding of interaction stress development in case of NSM connections can help us to model the structural
strengthening effect of NSM FRP. Bond failure at slip of 1.1 mm was reported for CFRP strips (aspect ratio 25/1.2) a value comparable
to slip of internal steel reinforcement. Whereas in case EBR the reported slip was usually of 0.2 – 0.4 mm for a strip width of 25 and
50, respectively (Blaschko, 2001).
Several failure modes are distinguished in general for elements strengthened with FRP. Their understanding is important, because they
have significant effect on the ultimate load. We need to distinguish failure of concrete members with externally bonded reinforcement
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and near surface mounted reinforcement. Bond is necessary to transfer forces from the concrete into the FRP and vice versa, bond
failure implies complete loss of composite action.
Four different bond failures can be distinguished in case of externally bonded reinforcement: (1) debonding in the concrete cover near
the surface along a weakened layer (concrete rip-off), (2) debonding at the interface between concrete and adhesive, (3) debonding in
the adhesive, and (4) debonding between adhesive and FRP.
Peeling-off failure is associated with the propagation of the localized debonding. Peeling-off failures can be distinguished according to
the initiation of debonding. This can result in peeling-off at: flexural cracks, shear cracks, unevenness of the concrete surface and in the
anchorage zones (fib, 2001). In Germany to avoid the peeling-off failure in the anchorage zone an additional anchorage system is
mandatory for every flexural strengthening application of EBR.
NSM failure modes are different due to: the different internal force transfer, the doubled bond surface (for strips), the different crosssections of the reinforcement (strip shaped reinforcements with various aspect ratios and round cross-section bars, etc.). One
important aspect is that the reinforcement is placed into the concrete cover. The confinement of the concrete ensures a better
composite action between strengthened and strengthening material. In addition the concrete cover offers and additional protection of
the reinforcements against mechanical and physical influences. In case of EBR the unevenness of the bond surface can cause stress
concentrations and finally initiation of the peeling-off. In case of NSM reinforcements the straight alignment of the reinforcement can
be assured if proper tools are used to cut the groove, even if the concrete is uneven. The straight alignment of the reinforcement in the
groove in the plane perpendicular to the concrete is more important and it can be easily ensured. In case of NSM reinforcements the
micro cracks are propagating through the concrete. Therefore in case of high FRP reinforcement ratio the concrete rip-off failure is
likely. A new aspect is the edge distance which needs to be considered to avoid premature loss of the composite action.
Taking into account all the mentioned aspects failure modes for NSM reinforcements needs to be analyzed in detail and classified.
Common aspects with well known application of internal reinforcement are to be pointed out to ease the understanding of the failure
behaviour.
Failure modes for NSM reinforcements have been previously discussed. Herein a new classification is recommended as further
development of the international literature (Lorenzis et al., 2002; Teng et al., 2006; Blaschko, 2001 and 2003) and the author’s
experience.
Bond behaviour of NSM FRP reinforcement is very complex. Various factors are influencing the bond behaviour, some of these factors
being investigated in the herein presented thesis. Based on an extensive literature review and the author’s experience, factors
influencing bond behaviour can be grouped in two big families.
Material factors: modulus of elasticity (deformation capacity) and strength of the substrate material (in our case concrete), bonding
system (high strength adhesives), and strengthening material (in our case FRP reinforcement).
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Geometrical factors: the size, shape and the surface of the groove and reinforcement. The edge distance is considered to be also an
important geometrical factor. The reinforcement surface preparation can be various: plain, sand coated, ribbed, indented, deformed by
spirally woven fibres, etc., these properties of the surface need to be considered.
Presented factors have importance in the development of internal stress failure modes deformation and load carrying capacity of the
bonded connection. In bond models of NSM FRP all these factors need to be considered.
2.8
2.8.1

B OND INFLUENCING PARAMETERS
Substrate strength

In EBR applications a considerable reduction of the bond properties was shown if the tensile strength of the concrete surface was low.
The minimal surface tensile strength for application of EBR reinforcements is recommended to be over 1.5 N/mm2.
Cruz and Barros (2002, 2004) carried out beam pull-out tests with NSM strengthening on a steel fibre reinforced concrete specimen.
Concrete with an average cylinder (150 mm diameter and 300 mm height) compressive strength was of 34.9, 44.9 and 69.8 N/mm2
(based on three measurement). 60 kg/m2 of hooked end steel fibres were used in the Fibre reinforce concrete mix. It was considered
that only the concrete post cracking tensile residual strength would be affected by the addition of the steel fibres. The research
concluded based on beam pull-out test with bond length of 40, 60 and 80 mm that the concrete compressive strength had practically
no effect on the bond characteristics of NSM strips.
Other researchers (Seracino et al, 2007) found that the ultimate load (block pull-out test, bond length of 100 mm) characteristic for
CFRP strips increases with increasing the substrate strength. They found that when the pull-out load is divided by the square root of
the concrete compressive strength a constant value results.
Groove surface pattern is also important, failure is most probably at epoxy concrete or mortar concrete interface in case of preformed
grooves with plain surface (de Lorenzis et al 2002). The aggregates become exposed if grooves are formed by cutting into the concrete
surface. In this case an improved bonding of the epoxy adhesive can be achieved. Failure will change from interfacial failure to cracking
of the concrete.
2.8.2

Adhesive properties

The role of groove filler adhesive is to transfer the stresses between the FRP reinforcement and concrete. Two types of adhesives are
considered to be used in NSM reinforcement applications, firstly the epoxy-based and secondly at rare occasions cement based
adhesives. The most relevant mechanical properties of groove filler adhesive are tensile and shear strength (de Lorenzis, , Teng, 2007).
The tensile and shear strength is especially important in case of round bars which induce high circumferential tensile stresses in the
epoxy. When bond is controlled by cohesive shear failure of the adhesive shear strength is important. The adhesion properties are
important if plain reinforcements are used. The best performing groove filler is considered to be the two-component epoxy. In case of
prestressed near surface mounted carbon FRP strips in service (Borchert, Zilch, 2009) material properties of the adhesives was found to
be important as they are strongly depending on time and temperature.
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Cement based adhesives or other lower strength adhesives can be used with special considerations in NSM applications due to the
special placement of the reinforcement. Only a few publications are available on cement mortars used as adhesive for NSM
strengthening (de Lorenzis, Rizzo, la Tegola, 2002; Carolin, 2003, Borchert, 2008). Cement based adhesives have reduced adhesion
capacity to the FRP and a relative low shear strength, in addition their shrinkage needs to be controlled. Average bond stress reduction
by 70% (for deformed round-cross-section bars) was explained by the low w/c ratio (0.26) as the concrete could not be wetted by the
mortar. If expansive mortars were used the specimens cracked transversally and this behaviour intensified with increasing the groove
depth (de Lorenzis, Rizzo, Tegola, 2002). The use of cementitious adhesive is not recommended when cyclic loading is applied during
hardening, but they work well when the adhesive is hardened under static load conditions (Borchert, 2007). The use of cement based
adhesives can be advantageous from of fire and environmental protection point of view. Epoxy adhesives are expensive and should be
carefully applied considering health and environmental aspects.
Usual epoxy adhesives have glass transition temperature between 80-120°C. Therefore, fire protection is an important limitation of
FRP applications. The fibres used in FRPs are carbon, aramid, glass and basalt; they can resist to relatively height temperatures in
comparison to epoxy. The cement based adhesive are cheap in comparison to epoxy adhesives, they present reduced hazard to
workers and environment, allow bonding to wet surfaces, have a better behaviour at elevated temperatures, and are compatible with
the concrete substrate. The material compatibility and reversibility of NSM reinforcement application with cement based adhesives can
be considered advantageous in especially in case of strengthening of historic buildings. The main disadvantage is the adhesives
reduced adhesion and tensile strength and the fact that during hardening of the mortar adequate wetting should be assured.
The influence of epoxy based adhesives on the bond properties of NSM reinforcement was studied by Borchert and Zilch (2008).
Maximum bond stress of strips was found to be independent from the resin properties. For spirally wound and sand coated CFRP bar
the average bond strength increased linearly with the increase of the epoxy cubic strength (de Lorenzis, Galati, 2006). Rizkalla and
Hassan, reported in 2003, that altering the adhesive type had negligible effect on the ultimate load capacity of deformed rods
(reinforcements from Marshal industries, bond length of 1200 mm).
The adhesive deformation capacity is important, measurement of the transverse deformation (de Lorenzis, Galati, 2006) revealed that
at the beginning of loading due to Poisson effect (elongation of the reinforcement) adhesive strain was first with negative sign, but
increasing the load it resulted in change in sign. In the author’s opinion in case of strips with plain surface the reinforcement
deformation can cause the initiation of bond failure at the adhesive FRP interface if the deformation capacity of the adhesive is low.
Bond test by Shield et al. (2005) showed the influence of the tensile modulus of the adhesive on the bond properties. Increase of 45%
of the pull-out load was measured due to an increase of the tensile elongation capacity from 1.2 to 2.1%. The adhesives shear strength
was comparable. The improved bond capacity of adhesives with larger deformation capacity was reported for EBR (Dai et al., 2005).
2.8.3

Groove size

To provide the optimal groove size for NSM reinforcements different approach is needed for the strip shaped reinforcement and for the
round cross-section reinforcements. Blaschko (2001) based on experimental results suggested an adhesive thickness of 1 to 2 mm for
plain surfaced CFRP strips. Paretti and Nanni (2004) suggested a minimal groove size of 3 times the strip thickness (here noted a) and
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1.5 times the strip height (here noted b). For round cross-section bars they suggested a minimal groove size of 1.5 times the bar
diameter (here noted db) as shown in Figure 16.

Figure 16: The minimal groove size for NSM strip shaped and round cross-section reinforcement (Paretti and Nanni, 2004)
Later de Lorenzis and Teng (2007) defined the minimal groove width that should be 1.5 to 2 times the bar diameter for plain surface
and for deformed surface bars, the groove depth should be at least 3 mm larger than bar diameter.
De Lorenzis et al. (2002) tested the effect of groove size (rectangular casted grooves) for different bond lengths. In case of round crosssection bars they found an increase in the bond capacity with increasing the groove for GFRP bars with pronounced ribs size (groove
size from 1.25 to 2.00 times the reinforcement diameter). The failure changed from epoxy cracking with inclined crack to cracking of
concrete surrounding the groove with longitudinal cracking of the adhesive and shifted to splitting at the epoxy concrete interface in
case of the largest groove size. In the author’s opinion this behaviour can be explained with the better confinement of the
reinforcement ensured by the increase in the adhesive thickness (high tensile strength in comparison to concrete) and the increase of
the reinforcement cover through which the surface of the inclined failure plane (through adhesive and concrete increased).
With increasing the groove depth form 12 to 16 and 20 mm the slip increased from 0.25 to 0.74 and to 1.09 mm. The average bond
strength increased from 7.4 to 10.3 and to 11.1 N/mm2 in case of spirally wound sand coated CFRP bars of 7.5 nominal diameter (de
Lorenzis, Galati, 2006). For round cross-section bars it was reported that the ultimate load increased with increasing the groove size.
Also if failure was by concrete splitting the average bond strength increased (de Lorenzis et al 2002). Based on pull out experiments
Novidis et al. (2007) concluded that the pull-out load decreases with increasing the groove depth. In 2013 Barros and Dias published
on the increase of strengthening efficiency with increasing the groove depth, in case of shear strengthening of RC beams.
2.8.4

Reinforcement cross-section

The cross-sectional characteristics of FRP reinforcement influence bond of the reinforcements. Therefore, we need to distinguish from
geometrical point of view three main groups of reinforcements: the circular cross-section bars, the rectangular cross-section bars with
large aspect ratio (strips) and the rectangular cross-section bars with small aspect ratio (rectangular bars).
The use of rectangular FRP cross-sections (strips) was found to be more effective in near surface strengthening (Cruz, Barros, 2002;
Carolin, 2003) in comparison to circular cross-sections. However, only a few pull-out test results are available for rectangular FRP bars.
A better utilization of the reinforcement tensile capacity for strip shaped reinforcement and different failure modes characteristic for
each cross-sectional shapes were shown by Pererara et al. in 2009.
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It was found that by increasing the strip height the pull-out load increased with a higher rate. This could be explained by more efficient
confinement with increasing the groove depth. The more efficient confinement at higher depths was confirmed by the splitting failure
(Figure 17) of wider strips due to different deformations of the strips across the width (Seracino et al. 2007). Similar results were found
by Blaschko (2001).

dp= hf = 10 to 15 mm

dp=hf = 20 mm

Figure 17 Change of the failure plane with increasing the strip height (Seracino et al. 2007)
Increasing the strip thickness from 1.2 to 2.4 mm the pull-out load increased not only due to larger bond surface but rather due to the
smaller deformation capacity due to the larger cross-sectional area.
2.8.5

Reinforcement surface pattern

Common surface patterns are (Figure 18): plain (typical for strips), sand blasted, sand coated, ribbed (indented) or deformed by
spirally wound FRP tow.
Deformed bars give higher splitting tendency than spirally wound bars. Best performance is defined by spirally wound bars in terms of
ultimate loads and bond slip pseudo ductility. For the spirally wound bars with sand coating, failure was observed at the epoxy
concrete interface (precast groove and two component epoxy adhesives) and at adhesive-FRP interface. The failure of the sand coating
was observed if cement based adhesives were used. Post failure asymptotic load (residual load) was recorded due to friction GFRP
ribbed rods at specimens with the smallest groove width failed by splitting (due to high radial stresses induced by the high rib area)
with inclined cracks and longitudinal cracks. This failure changed with increasing the groove width (de Lorenzis et al. 2002).
a)

b)

c)

Figure 18: Commonly used FRP reinforcement bars surface pattern: a) sand coated, b) helical wrap with or without sand
coating, c) ribbed
2.8.6

Edge distance

In experiments by de Lorenzis and Galati (2006) for edge distance of NSM reinforcement of 12 mm the edge detached (Degusa CFRP
spirally woven and sand blasted bar, diameter of 7.5 mm, concrete with average cubic compressive strength of 46.3 MPa, maximal
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aggregate size 13 mm). For edge distance of 24 mm the longitudinal splitting appeared along the epoxy layer average bond strength
was not influenced considerably, scatter of results could be observed.
Specimens used for pull-out experiments by Novidis, Pantazopoulou (2006) and Novidis et al. (2007) had an edge distance of 20 and
35 mm respectively (Figure 20 c). They measured reduced bond capacity of NSM reinforcement in comparison to other results found in
literature.
2.9

B OND TEST SETUPS

Pull-out tests can be used to determine bond capacities and concrete splitting resistance along the reinforcement (Tepfers, 2004). It is
generally considered that beam pull-out tests are more representative for bond behaviour of real members, while the effect of
member curvature (deflection) can be considered. Based on the pull-out load measurement the load carrying capacity and the average
bond strength can be calculated. Slip measurement on the loaded and on the unloaded end give information about the average bond
stress vs. slip. If more detailed analysis of the local bond vs. slip is required, are necessary measurements with strain gauges along the
bond length (Teng et al., 2006). Additional strain measurements can be carried out on the adhesive or on the concrete exposed
surfaces (de Lorenzis, Galati, 2006).
2.9.1

Beam tests

In case of beam tests, specimens consist of one or two prismatic blocks (Figure 19). If one block (Kotynia, et al., 2009; de Lorenzis,
Nanni, 2001.) is used it has usually a hinge at the compression flange (in the middle of the span). If two blocks are used (Cruz, Barros,
2002) they are joined by a hinge in the compressed flange and by the tested reinforcement in the tension flange. The tested NSM
reinforcement can be divided into three lengths as shown in Figure 19: (1) monitored bond length (this is the studied bond length),
symmetrically to this is the (2) anchorage bond length (here the tensile forces from the reinforcement are reacted and in the middle of
the span the (3) unbounded length is located (this allows the exact separation of the before mentioned lengths). Failure is to be
avoided in the anchorage bond length. The anchorage bond lengths are therefore longer than the monitored bond lengths or the
specimens have additional confinement on this side. Slip of the reinforcement at the loaded end, at the unloaded end as well as the
deflection of the beam can be measured using LVDTs. Strains of the reinforcement can be measured along the bond length or at the
unbounded length (to evaluate the stress strain behaviour). Beam tests can be carried out as three-point bending or as four-point
bending in displacement or in force controlled modes. In case of pull-out tests, displacement controlled mode is recommended to be
able to observe the post peak behaviour.
2.9.2

Pull-out tests

Pull-out tests are the most common tests for bond analysis. The shape of the specimens is based on the classic RILEM test setup
(Figure 20 a) used for internal reinforcements. Advantages of pull-out tests are: manageable specimen size and reduced material use,
and the ability to perform high number of tests. Common disadvantages are: eccentricity of the reinforcement, friction induced at
bearing plates and difficulties with gripping of the reinforcement at load application end (anchorage). Conventional friction grips are
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not suitable (de Lorenzis et al., 2002; Balázs and Szabó, 2008). The FRP materials are usually weak in transverse direction compared to
the longitudinal direction. The transverse strength is mainly controlled by the resin. The eccentricity of the reinforcement can be avoided
using two reinforcements on opposite sides in so called double bond specimens. In this case small asymmetry of placement can cause
flexure. Other disadvantage is considered that the measurements need to be taken on both reinforcements.

Hinge
Monitored bond length

Unbonded length

Unloaded end

Anchorage bond length

Loaded end

Figure 19: Schematic representation of beam tests with NSM reinforcement
In order to minimize presented disadvantages, modified pull-out tests have been proposed. The issue of eccentricity was addressed
by de Lorenzis et al. (2002) with a C-formed specimen (Figure 20 b). It consists of a C-shaped concrete block (edge size of 300 mm)
with a square groove in the middle for embedment of the NSM reinforcement. An FRP rod was placed in the centre of the concrete
block, the applied load was reacted by means of four steel threaded rods at the four corners of the block inserted into a stiffened steel
plate. The advantage of the specimen was that the reinforcement was well confined. Disadvantage is considered the rather difficult
access to cut the groove.

a)

b)

c)

Unbonded length

Bonded length
300
Unbonded length
150
Bonded length
150
35
150

Bearing
planes
240
230

300

Bearing plane

20
70

35
70

160

35
240 mm

70

300 mm

Figure 20: Schematic representation of pull-out specimens (a) RILEM test for internal reinforcement, and tests modified for NSM
reinforcement (b) C-shaped specimen (de Lorenzis et al. 2002), (c) specimen with compression field breakers
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The issue of the frictional stresses at bearings could be addressed by the use of low friction materials between support and
specimen. Novidis and Pantazopoulou (2006) and Novidis et al. (2007) used so called compression field breakers (Figure 20 c). These
were in fact foam sheets cast in the concrete specimen which enabled transverse deformation of the lateral concrete cover. The
disadvantage was the reduced lateral concrete cover (20 mm and 35 mm). The measured bond stresses were relatively low due to the
lack of concrete confinement.
The effect of the restraint at the support was also addressed by researchers; the first point was to avoid fastening type of failures
and second was to properly consider the effect of compressive stress. The first issue can be addressed introducing an unbounded
length at the loaded end (Figure 20 a, b, c and Figure 21 c). Test results by Seracino et al. (2007) indicated failure loads similar to those
of a fully restrained support.
Test setup proposed by Perera et al. (2009) was a single pull-out test. It consisted of a reinforced concrete block (110×220×750 mm),
with the test surface of 110×750 mm. The specimen was supported by three pin connections. From the point of view of the support
this test is comparable to a beam test. However, from the point of view of pull-out load application it is comparable to a conventional
pull-out test. The concrete specimen was reinforced with transverse reinforcement. Although this is the case of the majority of real life
applications, the confinement effect of internal reinforcement on the bond behaviour need to be considered. A similar unreinforced
concrete specimen was presented previously by Teng et al. (2006).

Figure 21: Effect of support condition on failure modes of NSM block pull-out tests (Seracino et al., 2007)
Cimerios et al in 2013 pointed out the influence of test setup on the output results by comparing the results obtained for the beam pull
out test and the results obtained by the C-shaped modified pull out test.
2.9.3

Double tension-tension test

To study the bond properties of externally bonded FRP strips a double tension-tension test was developed. The prismatic specimen
(Figure 22) was weakened by a steel plate in the middle. FRP strips were mounted on two opposite sides. The gripping of specimens
was possible by embedded steel bars at both ends. The specimens were loaded in tension. This test setup was adopted by the
European Network for Composite Reinforcement (En-core) in Round Robin Test (RRT) programme to investigate bond properties of
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EBR and NSM reinforcement. This is a double tension-tension bond test. Measurement need to carried out on two opposite sides.
Tensile loading of the embedded steel bars the anchorage induce radial stresses. This could affect the capacity of the studied
connections especially in case of tests on NSM reinforcements. Radial stresses could influence the bond behaviour at the unloaded side
in special at ultimate load level. The RRT tests program was carried out in several laboratories. Some of the laboratories addressed this
issue by the use of internal reinforcement around the embedded steel bar. In our test setup no internal reinforcement was used. The
slip at the loaded end was measured using LVDTs which measured in fact the crack opening between the two blocks. The strain of the
two reinforcements was measured on the monitored bond length using five strain gauges the first was placed at 10 mm than the
others followed in every 70 mm along the bond length (Figure 23).
Monitored bond length

Anchorage bond length

Loaded length
Unloaded length

150

Unbonded length
Steel separating plate

150

Embeded steel reinforcement for load application

50

300

100
800

350

Figure 22: Double tension-tension test
Loaded
end

Bonded length 300 mm
SG 5

10

SG 4

70

SG 2

SG 3

70

70

SG 1

70

10

Figure 23: Layout of strain gauges along the bond length
3

3.1

EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES

M OTIVATION AND SCOPE

High number of test results are available from worldwide publications. My research work started with an extensive literature review of
bond test setups and bond influencing parameters of NSM FRP reinforcements. Research groups working with NSM reinforcements
were identified and their test setups, objectives and main results were briefly presented in the previous chapters. The results are in
many cases not convergent; in some cases they are even contradictory. In the author’s opinion in addition to the large number of
variables the influence of the individual test setups (boundary conditions) need to be considered.
Influence of test conditions on the bond behaviour should be considered in any research. Therefore, the tests results obtained by the
herein presented single pull-out test setup were verified using a double tensile-tensile test setup. The double tension-tension test
setup was used in the Round Robin Test program initiated by the European Network for Composite Reinforcement (En-core) in the
Sixth Framework Program (Contract No. MRTN-CT-2004-512397). The single-pull out test setup was gradually developed to show the
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effect of test conditions on the obtained results. The advanced single pull-out test setup was verified for critical parameters influencing
bond properties to demonstrate its applicability on wider scale.
The scope of the present thesis was to present an effective test procedure to study bond behaviour of NSM reinforcement and to give
on overall picture of the influencing parameters, based on our experience. The effect of the test setup on test results should be
marginal, this effect being difficult to be reason out. Using two specimens at the same laboratory with identical staff enabled us to
observe the effect of the test setup on the measured results. The influence of the so called boundary conditions was observed. The so
gained experience help the comparison of test results obtained by any research group working in this particular field. For the
investigation of FRP material properties, an additional test setup was developed to study the tensile strength of FRP pultruded strips.
3.2

L IMITATIONS

The global bond behaviour of NSM reinforcements is presented herein. None of the parameters was studies in deep detail but
important tendencies were set. The thesis is good starting point for further experimental studies which can set the basis of future
models.
A double tensile-tensile test setup was used to validate the newly developed pull-out test setup. Test exercise made possible
comparison between results obtained by different research teams using similar test parameters. Results of research groups were not
included in present thesis.
3.3

T HE L- SHAPED SPECIMEN

To study the force transfer of the near surface strengthening an advanced pull-out specimen was developed at the Budapest University
of Technology and Economics at the Department of Construction Materials and Engineering Geology (Szabó, 2008).
181

bonded length

250
Bearing planes

250

unbonded length

52

70
255 mm

Figure 24: Advanced L-shaped specimen for bond tests of NSM reinforcement developed in this study
The specimen shown in Figure 24 was designed to reduce eccentricities during loading of a single reinforcement. The L-shaped
specimen is formed from a cubic specimen of 250 mm sides with cut-outs. The testing plane is parallel to one of the diagonal planes
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and it is shifted in order to have the longitudinal axis of the reinforcement as close as possible to the diagonal plane. The thickness of
the specimen is the highest in the second diagonal plane (perpendicular to the first diagonal plane), this offers a high stiffness of the
specimen in the plane which is weakened by the groove and is usually highly stressed by the bond stresses perpendicular to the
reinforcement. The flappers increase the stability and help handling of the specimen. The special L-shaped form of the specimen
enabled proper view of the supposed failure surface, and it also provided the possibility of measuring the displacement on both loaded
and unloaded end.
Summarizing the advantages of the newly developed specimen:
•

possibility to perform centric pull-out of NSM reinforcement;

•

maximized testing plane (180x250 mm) in comparison to the specimen size, allowing undisturbed crack propagation
with enough stiffness perpendicular to the testing plane;

•

good access to the testing plane for groove cutting, for mounting the LVDTs, and for proper view on possible cracks;

•

able to perform bond tests with various parameters;

•

simple enough to perform high number of tests.

Table 2: Concrete mix used for the preparation of the specimens
kg/m3

kg/50 l

Cem III A 32.5 N

350

17.5

Water

151

7.55

Sand 0/4

912

45.6

Gravel 4/8

485

24.25

Gravel 8/16

544

27.2

Plasticizer: Sika Viscocrete

1.75

0.085

In one concrete mix (Table 2) of 50 ℓ, four pull-out specimens and three control cubes of 150 mm sides were cast. The concrete
specimens were kept for 7 days under water then cured in laboratory conditions and tested at an age of 28 days (at least). The
concrete was a middle grade concrete often used for reinforced concrete structural elements.
After the cutting of the groove the surfaces were prepared for bonding (Figure 25). The dry concrete surface was blast out with
compressed air, and the polymer surface was cleaned with a special cleaning solution in case of plain surfaced FRPs. In the next step
the groove was filled halfway with adhesive, and then a thin adhesive layer was applied on the CFRP (Figure 25 right picture). The
NSM strip was inserted in the middle of the groove to achieve a uniform adhesive layer on both sides. Finally, the testing plane was
levelled. After gluing the specimens were kept at laboratory conditions for at least 3 days prior loading.
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Fiigure 25: Preparaation of the L-shaped specimens
3.3.1

Load appliccation and m easurementss

The pull-out specimens were loaded using displacement controlled test machine (INSTRRON 1197). The concrete element was
s frame (Figuure 26) attached to the test macchine using a joiint with free rotational capacity in two
supporteed by a special steel
perpendiicular directions. The
T free end of thhe FRP was attachhed to the loadingg machine using a gripping devicee. Centroid of suppporting
planes was
w in line with the FRP centroidd enabling centraal loading of thee specimen. The specimens weree loaded with a rate of
2 mm/m
min. The slip of the FRP was recordded both at the looaded and unloadded end with LVDDTs having a meaasurement range of +/2.5 mm. At the loaded ennd the deformation measurementt was not possible exactly at the beginning of thee bond length. Ann LVDT
mation of the striip on a length equal to the distancce of the point off measurement froom the
measured in the slip plus the elastic deform
beginning of the bond lenngth. Data acquisition was performed with a 5 s-1 sampling rate.

Joinnts

in

two

perrpendicular
direections
Stifff loading frame

Novvel

gripping

devvice

Computer assistted data acquisition

L
specim
men
Figuure 26: Test setupp for testing the L-shaped
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In order to obtain detailed measurement in some tests strain gauges were used to monitor the deformations of the reinforcement and
three LVDTs were used to measure the transverse deformations of the specimen. The layout of the strain gauges for bond length of 175
mm and 210 mm is shown in Figure 27, in addition to the strain gauges along the bonded length one strain gauge was mounted
within the unbounded length for control.
Loaded
end

Bonded length 175 mm
SG 4

10

SG 3

45

SG 2

45

SG 1

45

30
Loaded
end

Bonded length 210 mm
SG 5

10

SG 4

45

SG 3

45

SG 2

45

SG 1

45

20

Figure 27: Strain gauge layout for L-shaped specimens with bond length of 175 mm and 210 mm
To monitor transverse deformations of the concrete specimen during loading over the position of the first three strain gauges the
LVDTs were positioned as shown in Figure 28 for specimen with bond length of 175 mm.
181 mm

250 mm

Transv. def. 3

SG 4

Transv. def. 2

SG 3

Transv. def. 1

SG 2

175 mm

SG 1
Unbonded length

SG 0

Figure 28: Measurement of transverse deformations on the L-shaped specimen
3.3.2

Evaluation of test results

Measured data was processed based on the following principle: starting values were always adjusted to zero. A schematic
representation of the measurement layout with slip and strain measurement is presented in Figure 29.
The measurement of the loaded end with LVDT (sLVDT) had to be corrected with the elastic deformation of the free length (noted
with ) using the following equation in order to obtain the loaded end slip ( ):
–

·
·
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Average bond stress (

) was calculated with or without strain measurement. If no strain was measured along the bond length
) along the entire bond length ( ) can be calculated using

(usually in case of short bond lengths) the average bond strength (
the following formula:
·

In case strain gauge was not mounted in the free length the strain was calculated using Hooke’s low.
·
,

Using the strain measurement of individual strain gauges the mean bond stresses

, …

were calculated based on the

difference between successive strain gauges readings. The difference of strain is explained by the force transfer on the respective bond
surface (

·

) made possible by the bond stresses. In our approach the bond stress is considered to be constant between two

consecutive measurement points.
·

·

·
Precision of the measurement is inverse proportional to the size of the measured bond length. Therefore the distance between strain
gauges should be minimized. But strain gauges can disturb considerably the development of the bond stresses, in our experiments
strain gauges were positioned with spacing of 45 mm (Figure 23) and 70 mm (Figure 27).

Figure 29: Measurement of slip and strain in case of the tension-tension test setup
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3.3.3

Gradual development

Step by step development of the test setup was chosen in order to analyze the effect of the test setup boundary conditions with the
following four stages:
•

first stage partial restraint at support,

•

second stage full restraint at support,

•

third stage full restraint at support and moved bond length and

•

final stage test setup with full restraint at support with moved bond length and with a stiffened loading frame.

First stage
partial restrain at support

Second stage
full restrain at support

Third stage
full restrain at support and
moved bond length
Bond
length

Bond
length

Bond
length

Pull‐out load

Pull‐out load

Support

Extended support

Un‐
bonded
length
Pull‐out load

Extended support

Figure 30: Development stages of the L-shaped specimen
In the first stage (Figure 30) the support was not fully extended allowing free deformation of the concrete. The behaviour of the
reinforcement should be similar to the case were the concrete cracks perpendicularly to the reinforcement. Pull-out load will be in this
case limited by the concrete tensile failure with formation of a fastening type conical failure. Common solution to avoid similar
behaviour is to move the bond length away from the boundary of the concrete specimen or to extend the support. In the next stage
(Figure 30) the support was extended as close as possible towards the strip. In the third stage (Figure 30) the bond length was shifted
as much as it was possible towards the unloaded side of specimen as far as possible from the support. The support was left extended
to assure a good stability of the test specimen.
In case of the partial restraint at support the preliminary experiments confirmed the fasting type of failure. Similar failure plane was
reported in case of shear strengthened members, currently a model assuming this failure plane is under development (Diaz, Barros,
2009).
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The impportance of bounndary conditions is confirmed byy the three different failure moddes (Figure 31) observed for thee three
developm
ment stages of the specimen. In the first stage fastening type failure
f
was obserrved with well distributed
d
small cracks.
Cracking started in the addhesive layer and propagated throough the concretee with a fishbonee pattern followinng the compressioon field
trajectoriies. Large cracks started at the reeinforcement and propagated tow
wards the end of the support. At the right side the crack
terminated exactly at thee end of the suppport. The formatioon of cracks with large widths waas possible due too partial support.. In the
second development
d
sttage the failure changed.
c
A longittudinal crack appeeared through thee concrete close to
t the adhesive cooncrete
interface with larger openning at the bottoom part. And an almost horizontal crack perpendiccular to the reinfoorcement was obbserved
starting at
a the end of the bond length. Sim
milar failure was oobserved for speccimens with bondd length of 50 and 150 mm. In thee third
stage the bond length waas moved, a cohesive shear failure at FRP adhesive interface was obseerved with a thin layer of adhesivee on the
with a bond strenngth increase of 23%
2 in
reinforcement surface. Onnly at this stage full mobilization of bond capacityy was possible w
comparisson to the previouus two stages.

Figure 31:
3 Failure modess characteristic for
fo the developmeent stages: a) paartial restraint att support with fasstening type failuure, b)
full resttraint at supportt with longitudinaal cracking of addhesive at adhesiive concrete interrface, c) full restrraint and movedd bond
lengthh with cohesive shhear failure at addhesive FRP interrface
The finaal stage is similar to the third stagge of the test setup development but
b additional stifffening was addedd to the loading frrame to
avoid any geometrical insstability which coould influence thee test results. Thee additional stiffness would enablee the observationn of the
pure bonnd behaviour withhout any disturbing effects which could limit the pull-out
p
capacity. In case of FRP sttrips the bond on lateral
surfaces is influenced by the lateral confining of the specimen induced alsso by frictional stresses developed at supporting planes.
Friction induced at the suppport was not connsidered to influence our test results taking into connsideration the higgh lateral stiffnesss of the
specimenn and the fact that the bond lengthh was moved awaay from the suppoort in the final stagge.
In this sttage the standardd Instron wedge gripping
g
device w
was replaced withh a novel gripping device developped by the authorr (3.5.1
Tensile teesting of FRP strips, see appendix A). Using this deevice pull-out faillure at load application end (anchhorage) was succeessfully
eliminateed.
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3.4

E XPERIMENTAL MATRIX

Results presented in this thesis can be grouped as follows:
1. Pre-tests (material tests),
2. Simple pull-out tests,
3. Double tension-tension pull-out tests.
3.4.1

Pre-tests series

Pre-test series included material testing of the FRP reinforcement and adhesives. Tensile testing of FRP strips was not a primary subject
of this thesis, partial results will be presented herein. See detailed description and results of tensile test in Appendix A. The newly
developed gripping device is considered to be very important. Tensile properties of the reinforcements are important for proper
evaluation of bond test results. The material properties declared by the manufacturers were not always reliable. Tensile test results
were used together with the manufacturers supplied results during our data processing. Main properties of the tested FRP
reinforcements used for data evaluation are summarized in Table 3 and Table 4.
Table 3: Material properties of strip shaped reinforcements used in presented experiments
Not.

Commercial
name

Manufacturer

Fibre
type

C3_1

CFK Laminate
150/2000

S&P

C

10/1.4

1850-2750

>165

plain epoxy
coating

app. A2

C3_2

CFK Laminate
200/2000

S&P

C

10/1.4

2200

>210

plain epoxy
coating

app. A3

C3_3

CFK Laminate
200/2000

S&P

C

20/1.4

2200

>210

plain epoxy
coating

app. A3

C2_2

SikaCarboDur
S 1012

Sika

C

20/1.2

3100

165-170

plain epoxy
coating

C2_3

SikaCarboDur
M 1014

Sika

C

20/1.4

3200

210

plain epoxy
coating

C2_4

SikaCarboDur

Sika

C

15/2.5

3200

210

plain epoxy

C4

STO FRP Bar
E 10 C

STO

C

10/10

2000

155

deformed
epoxy

170

deformed
epoxy
deformed
epoxy

C5_1

Aspect
ratio
[mm]

Tensile
strength
[MPa]

Carboplate
MAPEI
C
20/1.4
3100
E 170
C5_2 Carboplate
MAPEI
C
20/1.4
2500
E 250
Source: www.sto.se, www.sika.com, www.reinforcement.ch (S&P), www.mapei.com

Modulus of
elasticity
[GPa]

250

Surface
treatment

app. A1

(Balázs
and
Szabo,
2008)

Round cross-section bars were also tested in the framework of the international Round Robin Test. Results obtained by the University
of Gent were used during our data evaluation process.
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Table 4: Material properties of round shaped reinforcements used in presented experiments
Not.

Commercial
name

Manufacturer

Fibre type

Nominal
diameter

Tensile
strength

Modulus of
elasticity

[mm]

[MPa]

[GPa]

Surface treatment

C-6-SCW

Aslan 20010

Fortius/Huges
Brothers

Carbon

6 and 9

2068

124

sand coated and
helical wrap

G-8-RB

ComBar

Schöeck

Glass

8

1000

60

surface ribbing

B-8-SC

RockBar

MagmaTech

Basalt

8

1000

50

sand coated

Sika

Carbon

8

2800

155

plain epoxy

C-8-S

Source: www.hugesbros.com, www.magmatech.co.uk, www.schoeck.de, www.sika.ch
The properties of some adhesives used to bond FRP reinforcement were tested. Compression strength of the epoxy and cement based
adhesives was tested. For a few cement based adhesives bending strength, shear strength and shrinkage was tested. The results are
not presented in detail in the current thesis.
3.4.2

Simple pull-out tests

After preliminary tests for gradual development of the L-shaped specimen were finalized and material properties of the reinforcements
were measured bond tests followed. Investigated parameters were: bond length, groove width, substrate strength,
cement based adhesives and reinforcement surface pattern. Important parameters of the tests are shown in Table 5.
Table 5: Test matrix for experiments performed with the L-shaped specimen
Tested parameter
Bond length

Groove width

Substrate
strength

Cement based
adhesives

Tested
parameter
values
35 mm
70 mm
105 mm
140 mm
175 mm
210 mm
2 mm
5 mm
8 mm
22.9 N/mm2
34.2 N/mm2
56.5 N/mm2
83.8 N/mm2
Adhesive

FRP type

Adhesive type

Groove size
hg/tg
[mm]
22/5

C2_3

Epoxy 1

C2_3

Epoxy 1

C2_3

Epoxy 1

22/2
22/5
22/8
22/5

C5_1
C5_1
C5_1
B-8-SC
G-8-RB
C-6-SCW
C3_3

C1-C7
Cem 52.5 W
Cem 52.5 F W
Micro cem.
Micro cem.
Micro cem.
Micro cem.

5
5
5
12/12
12/12
10/10
22/5

Bond length
lb
[mm]
35
70
105
140
175
210
70

70

140
140
140
175
175
175
175

Number of
tested
specimens
4 (app. C1)
5 (app. C1)
3 (app. C1)
3 (app. C1)
2 (app. C1)
2 (app. C1)
2 (app. C2)
5 (app. C2)
3 (app. C2)
3 (app. C3)
4 (app. C3)
5 (app. C3)
2 (app. C3)
7
2
2
2
2
2
2
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Reinforcement
surface pattern
Edge distance

3.4.3

B-8-SC
G-8-RB
C-6_SCW
ae = 30 mm

B-8-SC
G-8-RB
C-6-SCW
B-8-SC
G-8-RB
C-6-SCW
C3_3

Epoxy 1

12/12
12/12
10/10
12/12
12/12
10/10
22/5

Epoxy 1

175

2
2
2
1
1
1
1

175

Double tension-tension tests

Double tension-tension tests were the subject of the RRT exercise run in the framework of an FP6 project initiated by the European
Network for Composite Reinforcement (En-Core). Bond test have been carried out in two series one for EBR reinforcements and one for
NSM reinforcement.
Table 6: Test matrix for experiments performed with the double tensile-tensile specimen in framework of the RRT programme
FRP type

Adhesive type

Groove size
hg/tg

Bond length
lb
[mm]

[mm]
B-8-SC

Epoxy 1

12/12

300

Number of tested
specimens
3* (app. E)

G-8-RB–app. E

12/12

3* (app. E)

C-6-SCW–app. E

10/10

3* (app. E)

C-8-S

12/12

3 (app. E)

C2_4

7/20

3 (app. E)

C3_1

5/15

3 (app. E)

C4

15/15

3 (app. E)

*at one of the tested three samples transverse deformations were measured in addition

Results of the NSM bond test (RRT chapter 2.2) will be presented in the present thesis for seven different reinforcements (Table 6). For
each of the reinforcement three samples were tested. In addition for bars C-6-SCW, G-8-RB, and B-8-SC at one specimen the
measurement was modified with additional transverse deformation measurement (Appendix E).
3.5

M ATERIAL TESTS

Complex material testing is needed to understand the behaviour of a NSM strengthening. Component materials of the NSM
strengthening system are the substrate material (in our case concrete), bonding adhesive (in our case two component epoxy or
cement based adhesives), and strengthening material (in our case mostly CFRP).
3.5.1

Tensile testing of FRP strips

Tensile testing of CFRP strips is one of the greatest challenges. The properties of FRP will be influenced by the mechanical properties of
their components and by the quality of production. The product data sheets containing material properties of the FRP strips are usually
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supplied by the producers. There are sometimes uncertainties in the data supplied by producers. Current standards (ASTM, 2000; CNR,
2006) give some recommendations but they do not specify exact procedures for material testing, for test results evaluation and
presentation. Development of common international regulations is needed for testing, measurement and data evaluation of the: axial
short-term strength, stress rupture strength, fatigue strength and for evaluation of the effect of hostile environments. In absence of this
a simple and reliable testing method was developed in our laboratory for short-term tension test applicable to strip shaped
reinforcement.
The loads of the testing machine are transferred to the FRP at the grips by compression and shear stresses acting on the reinforcement.
The FRP elements loaded in tension are affected by local stress concentrations causing progressive failure of fibres. Due to large scatter
of the test results (Malvar, Bish, 1995; Benmokrane et al., 2000) the gradual transfer of force is essential. High strength parallel to the
fibres (controlled by fibres) in comparison to the relatively low strength perpendicular to the fibres (controlled by the polymeric
matrix) makes the tensile testing of FRP reinforcement difficult. An efficient anchorage ensures that the majority of fibres brake within
the free length and not at the gripping (Scheibe, Rostásy, 1995). The gripping of strip shaped or round reinforcement needs different
approaches. Several anchorage types are available. Some of them are directly connected (claps and wedges) and some are gripped by
the loading machines with conventional gripping devices like:
•

Clamps used for round and rectangular reinforcements. The bar is clamped between two or four blocks held together by
bolts or springs with or without a softer deformable intermediate layer.

•

Wedges were developed for steel strands. The reinforcements are inserted in a split metallic wedge which slips in a conical
holder. Increasing the tensile load the wedge grips the reinforcement stronger and stronger.

•

Tabs made of a relatively soft material, protect the FRP from concentrated loads induced by conventional gripping devices
(developed for steel reinforcement)

•

Cast anchors also called grouted anchors. They are usually used for anchoring reinforcements with round cross-sections.
The reinforcements are glued into a steel or aluminium sleeve with expansive grout or epoxy adhesive.

•

End wraps are protecting the ends of the reinforcements. Load is applied using standard split wedge gripping.

The effect of different devices for gripping was found to be very important. For example increase of measured strength by 26% was
found in case of a four block aluminium clamp compared to cast anchor with aluminium sleeve for round cross-section AFRP bars
(Malvar, Bish, 1995).
In case of strip shaped reinforcement flat surface of the strip seems to be appropriated for friction anchors if simple wedge or plate
clamping devices are used the strips cannot bear the high clamping pressure (Andrae et al., 2005). An anchorage formed by doublelapped adhered connection between two bolted steel plates was developed. Double tensile-tensile test setup was used to test the
effectiveness of four anchorage devices at once. After 2.1 million load cycles of 73% of the characteristic strength of the strips the setup
was loaded up to failure. As result over 100% of the CFRP characteristic tensile strength was reached (Andrae et al., 2005). An
alternative solution to conventional gripping for prestressing was presented by Burtscher (2006) using two wedges with different
stiffness and angle with a wedge shaped support. The system was efficient for strip thickness of 1.2 mm.
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The gripping device developed at our laboratory (Balázs and Szabó, 2008) used the advantage of clamps, low angle wedges, tabs and
cast anchors altogether (Figure 33 and Appendix A).

Figure 32: Tensile tests of CFRP strips with the newel gripping device
Thin steel plates were glued for proper force transfer on the ends of the FRP strips. The adhesive thickness gradually increased (from 0
up to 1.4 mm) from the unloaded end to the loaded end of the gripping device on the whole grip length. The resulted wedge like
shape enabled proper gripping of the FRP strip between gripping steel plates held together by high strength steel screws. The
gradually increasing adhesive thickness enabled proper stress distribution along the strips within the grip length. The resulting low
angle wedge (angle of under 1°) reduced the risk of pullout. Compression stress acting on the FRP strip were well distributed and in
comparison low. The width of the steel plates (tabs) was bigger than the width of the strip in order to reduce additionally the
compression stresses. In addition the position of the screws was selected. The first screw was mounted at distance of 35 mm from the
loaded end than the distance between screws decreased with 5 mm. The minimal distance was 20 mm. The stiffness of the gripping
plates increased from the loaded end of the strips (unloaded end of the gripping device) towards the unloaded end in order to reduce
stress concentrations at the loaded end. In this way it was possible to apply loads up to the tensile capacity of FRP strip. The gripping
device was connected to the testing machine with a hinge which enabled free rotation in the plane of the FRP strip. The gripping
device is in accordance with the principles of ASTM (2000). Due to its simplicity it can be used with various loading machines (Figure
32).
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Figure 33: Gripping devvice developed foor tensile testing of pultruded FRPP strip reinforcem
ments
5 to 140 mm origginal strips into almost equal stripss of 15 to 20 mm width. Special caare was
Specimens were producedd by cutting the 50
mum three locations and it was properly
given to the longitudinal alignment of cuttting. The specimen width was measured on minim
taken intto consideration.

Figuure 34: Preparatiion of CFRP strip for tensile loadinng
The FRP strip
s ends were prepared as follow
ws:
–

the strips were cut to size, widthh was measured inn at least three cross-sections, stripps surfaces were cleaned;
c

–

two thin (thickkness of 2 mm) stteel tabs for force transfer (40 mm
m width and 120 m
mm length) weree glued to the FRPP strips
(Figure 34), gluued end wedge shaped
s
connectioons were prepared with gradually increasing adhessive thickness aloong the
reinforcement, as a result the end connection of the FRP worked ass a wedge;
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–

strain gauges were glued to the prepared FRP surface with central alignment;

–

the specimens were mounted between two thick steel plates for gripping with central alignment;

–

the thick gripping plates were held together by screws;

–

the thick plates for gripping were connected to the testing machine and the tensile load was applied.

INSTRON (model 1197) hydraulic test machine was used for loading (Figure 32). Test machine was equipped with a movable and a
stationary head and a load cell. Tests were carried out in displacement control. The strain rate was selected to produce failure within 1
to 10 min. according to ASTM (2000). A displacement rate of the machine head of 2 mm/min was chosen.
The specimens were attached to the loading machine using the previously developed gripping device (Figure 33). The strength of the
materials was determined from the maximum recorded load. The stress-strain response of the material was monitored with KMTLIAS-06-1.5/350-6 strain gauges (resistance of 350 Ω; active gauge length 1.5 mm) or KMT-LIAS-06-3/350-6 strain gauges
(resistance of 350 Ω; active gauge length 3.0 mm). Tensile modulus of elasticity and ultimate strain was determined. Applied load and
readings of the strain gauges were recorded by real time data acquisition with sampling rate of 5 s-1.
Material properties of fibre reinforced materials are mostly influenced by the fibres. Fibre content (Vfib) of the composite is often given
by the material supplier and indicates in volume percentage the amount of fibre contained in the composite.
Tensile strength and the modulus of elasticity for a composite can be given in various forms. Using Eq. (4.1) (rule of mixtures) the
material properties of the composite, as for example the modulus of elasticity (Ef) can be calculated as sum of the fibre modulus of
elasticity (Efib) and matrix modulus of elasticity (Em) each multiplied by their content percentage (CNR-DT 200, 2004).
E f = V fib ⋅ E fib + (1 − V fib ) ⋅ Em

(4.1)

Common inconsistency of data sheets is that usually they do not specify the statistical level of material properties. It is also often
missing from data sheets if the properties are related to the whole composite (strip) section or only to the fibres. In our tables material
properties for the composites will be given.
Modulus of elasticity was calculated using Eq. (4.2):
Ef =

Δσ f
Δε f

(4.2)

Values were taken within the tensile strength range of 10 to 50%. Δσf and Δεf are representing differences in tensile stress and strains.
The representative strain (εf) was calculated in case of three strain gauges using Eq. (4.3) and in case of two strain gauges using
Eq. (4.4), where ε1, ε2 and ε3 are strains measured by the individual strain gauges.
(ε1 + ε 3 )
+ ε2
2
εf =
2

(4.3)
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εf =

(ε1 + ε 2 )
2

(44.4)

Centric looading of the strips was very impoortant to reduce ppremature failure and scatter of tesst results. Compreession failure at the grip
was avoided at each of thee tested specimenns showing effecttiveness of the devveloped gripping device.
Stress-strain relationship was linear elasticc. Fibres at the siddes of the strip staarted to fail only close to the maxiimum load. Local failure
mpared to the lineear increase. Locaal fibre failure closse to the peak loaad gradually reducced the
of fibres produced slight strain increase com
effective cross-section off the strip. Tensile strength of thhe material was calculated with the initial cross--section. Therefoore, the
w result in inncreased tensile sttrength
calculateed tensile strengthh can be considereed as a lower limit value. Avoidingg the local failure would
values for the tested mateerial.

a)

b
b)

c)

3 Characteristicc failure modes of
o CFRP strips loadded in tension: a)
a characteristic ttensile failure wiith explosive ruptture of
Figure 35:
fibres in the
th middle lengthh (preferable); b)) pull-out and c) rupture
Three different
d
failuree modes of CFFRP strips weree observed in our
o experiments: tensile, pull-out and rupture. Twoo main
failure loocations were disttinguished: middle or tab area. In order to be ablee to measure tenssile capacity of CFFRP strips a pure tensile
failure is needed. Characteeristic tensile failuure is considered an explosive fibre rupture at middle length shown in Figure 355 a. The
highest tensile
t
stresses weere measured whhen this failure waas characteristic. It is characterised by a sudden energy release. With tensile
failure off all fibres and parrtial shear failure of
o the matrix. Pull-out failure att adhesive steel innterface is consideered an adhesion failure.
Is shouldd be avoided with a better preparation of the steel surface. Grindiing and degreasing of the steel plates
p
is recomm
mended.
Rupturee failure of the strip
s close to the griping is actuallyy not a tensile faiilure. It was triggered by the sudden pull-out (dropp in the
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tensile load) and the elastic memory which caused buckling of the strip and finally failure close to the stiff steel plates. Crushing failure
in tab area and longitudinal shear failure of the FRP strips are avoidable failure modes. Crushing failure was observed in cases where in
the tab area excessive compression load was applied. Non uniform pressure distribution can result in shear failure of the strips or
longitudinal cracking of the strip. The shear strength of the matrix is inappropriate to balance differential slip between carbon fibres.
Results of the tensile test are presented in Appendix A.
3.5.2

Concrete material testing

For testing of concrete compressive strength standard procedure was used. For each mix three cubes of 150 mm sides were tested.
Average concrete compressive strength will be used in this thesis. The fresh concrete properties such as consistency and density were
measured for control. Concrete specimens were stored in laboratory conditions similar to the pull-out specimens.
3.5.3

Adhesive material testing

The adhesive material has an important role in the force transfer. The adhesives deformation capacity, shear and adhesion to
reinforcement and to concrete are important. Compressive strength of the adhesives was measured on cubic specimens of 30 mm
sides. In addition to compressive strength the shear strength and the bending strength was measured. Only part of the results will be
presented and used for data processing in this thesis. Material properties supplied by the producers in technical product data sheets
were also used.
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4

4.1

TEST RESULTS

D EVELOPMENT OF THE BOND STRESS :

Bond mechanism can be divided in two main stages: first stage where initial bond is proved by physico-chemical adhesion (no slip)
and second stage where mechanical interlocking enables force transfer. In the second stage slip occurs along the reinforcement and
cause micro-cracking of the adhesive. It is obvious from loaded end and unloaded end slip measurement that the slip starts from the
loaded end and propagates towards the unloaded end.
Bond stress distribution of NSM reinforcement is similar to that of embedded steel reinforcement. However, development of bond
stresses is considerably influenced by the large variety of possible parameters such as: the material of NSM reinforcement, the shape of
the NSM reinforcement, the surface treatment of NSM reinforcement as well as the type of adhesive.
Based on experiments performed with different bond lengths and based on strain gauge measurement the following conclusions can
be drawn. One important difference between NSM and embedded reinforcement is that anchoring capacities of NSM reinforcements
are lower than the tensile capacities of the reinforcement. They are higher than the anchoring capacities of EBR reinforcements. The
anchoring capacities of NSM reinforcements do not only depend on the material properties of reinforcements but also on the
reinforcement shape, surface pattern and adhesive properties.
Bond strength vs. bond length diagram is shown in Figure 36. The diagram shows that the average bond strength decreases by
increasing the bond length, indicating the non uniform distribution of bond stresses along the bond length. The existence of an

Bond strength [N/mm2]

effective bond length is noticeable from the diagram.
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Figure 36: Bond strength vs. bond length diagram NSM strips (20/1.4)
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Effective bond length is a bond length beyyond which increeasing the bond length does not result in consideraable anchorage capacity
A
the efffective bond lenggth is the bond length that producees the maximum possible tensile stress in
increase of the FRP strip. Accordingly
the CFRPP strip. In the firstt two stages (35--70 mm and 70-1105 mm) the aveerage bond strenggth decreased by 23% then by 233% and
finally it decreased only byy 15% in the last stage (105-140 m
mm). It is importaant to recognize that
t in case of 1400 mm bond lengtth 85%
of the CFFRP strip tensile capacity was deveeloped showing thhe outstanding bond capacities off NSM CFRP stripss. In tests with inccreased
bond lenngth of 175 and 210 mm comparatively small boond strength wass measured. Thesse specimens were prepared withh strain
gauges along
a
the bond length. It is considered thereforee that the use of strain gauges along the bond length can distuurb the
developm
ment of the bond stresses.
Strain measurement along the bond length shows in detail the developmennt of bond stressees along the bondd length. The maximum
a
(Figure 37 results forr the double tenssion-tension testt setup) until thee shear
stresses are located at thhe side of load application
c when sufficieent confinement of the reinforcem
ment is assured). Thereafter, the gradual
g
resistance of the adhesivee is reached (in case
b
was obbserved
deterioraation of the interaction starts. Thee maximum bondd stress moves toowards the unloaaded end. This behaviour
independdent from materiaal and geometricaal factors (Szabó aand Balázs, 2009)).
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Figure 37: Bond
B stress vs. ddevelopment lenggth at different looad levels
4.2

B OND – SLIP B EHAVIOUR

Analyzing the average bond stress vs. slip curve it can be observed that, afteer a short linear bbranch the behaviiour becomes nonnlinear,
o the epoxy adheesive and progresssive failure. Afterr peak, the load ddecreases with inccrease of the slip (in the
due to thhe deformations of
bond–slip curve softeningg branch).
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There are two methods to obtain the bond – slip curve. First, in case of short bond length the average bond stress can be calculated
from the pull-out force measurement and slip. Second, if more detailed analysis of the local bond – slip behavior is required there can

Average bond stress [N/mm2]

be used strain gauges along the bond length.
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Figure 38: Experimentally recorded average bond stress vs. slip diagram for bond length of 35 mm and 140 mm
Average bond stress vs. slip diagrams are shown in Figure 38 for two different bond lengths: 35 mm and 140 mm. Typical average
bond stress vs. loaded end slip behaviour was recorded for the shortest bond length (35 mm). In the first stage of loading a steep
ascending branch was recorded then approaching the failure load the curve steepness suddenly decreased. In case of longer bond
lengths this steepness decrease was almost unnoticeable. Gradual failure and an increasing ductility for increased bond length is
shown herby.
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Figure 39: Experimentally recorded average bond stress vs. loaded end slip diagram for different bond lengths
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The average bond stress vs. unloaded end slip curve was different for the various bond lengths although the ultimate slip values were
similar. Measured average bond stress vs. loaded end (Figure 39) and unloaded end (Figure 40) slip diagrams are presented for four
bond lengths 35 mm, 70 mm, 105 mm and 140 mm, respectively.
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Figure 40: Experimentally recorded average bond stress vs. unloaded end slip diagram for different bond lengths
The ultimate value is more the characteristic of the measurement setup at failure. Sudden slip increase is measured, the ultimate value
represents the capacity (or incapacity) of the measuring tool to follow the displacement of the strip. The ultimate values are therefore
to be considered irrelevant. Relevant is the slip measured at loading levels of 50% and 90% of the ultimate load, results are presented
in Figure 41.
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Figure 41: Development of the loaded end slip (left) and unloaded end slip (right) for different bond lengths at 50% (square
marks) and at 90% (round marks) of the ultimate load
The slip shows at loaded end an increasing tendency and at the unloaded end a decreasing tendency with the increase of the load
length. Interesting fact is that the difference between slip at 50% and at 90% increases at the loaded end and decreases at the
unloaded end with increase of the bond length. This is an additional way to show the gradual failure with increasing the bond length.
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This is showing that the bond stress slip curve angle is decreasing with increasing the bond length. This is showing the connection
stiffness decrease with increasing bond length.
On the average bond stress vs. unloaded end slip diagram (Figure 40) the unloaded side displacements were zero in the first part of the
loading, and then they gradually increased showing the slip caused by deformation of the adhesive layer. The starting of slip on the
unloaded end was delayed by increasing the bond length.
Post failure capacity (residual capacity), in our case, the residual bond stress increased with increasing the bond length. The
characteristic failure was a cohesive shearing failure of the adhesive near the FRP surface, characterized by a thin layer of adhesive
which remained on the FRP surface. The residual stress was the result of friction along the failure plane.
4.3

R ECORDED FAILURE MODES

Based on the results of our extensive experimental study and analysis of available literature data, the following classification for the
failure modes of NSM (Near Surface Mounted) strengthening is suggested.
Primary and secondary failure modes can be distinguished. Primary failure modes are bond failure modes without cracking of the
concrete cover.
Two interfaces can be defined. First is the FRP-adhesive interface. Bond on this interface is manly influenced by the surface pattern
of the reinforcement and the adhesion of the adhesives. This interface is the smaller in comparison to the other one and has the main
role in the force transfer, it will be called generally bond surface. The bond surface to the cross-section ratio is important; it will be
maximized in case of strip shaped reinforcements or round cross-section reinforcements with small diameter.
The second interface is the so called adhesive-concrete interface. The size of this interface is defined by the groove size. Based on
the different failure surfaces interfacial failure modes can be separated into two sub groups: one of pure interfacial failure and one of
cohesive failure usually close to the interfaces. If failure is taking place in a plane parallel to these interfaces it will be called cohesive
failure. Pure interfacial failure is the adhesion failure and it is caused by inadequate adhesive selection or improper surface preparation.
A.

PRIMARY FAILURE MODES

A1. FRP failure
A1a) Interlaminar failure

Figure 42: A combination of interlaminar and cohesive shear failure in the adhesive for a CFRP
strip with plain surface
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A1b) Failure through the
FRP surface
pattern

Figure 43: Interlaminar shear failure of a GFRP bar surface ribs were sheared-off

Figure 44: Shear-off failure of sand coating (BFRP)
A2. FRP-adhesive interface failure
A2a) Adhesion failure at
FRP adhesive
interface
A2b) Shear failure of the
adhesive

Adhesion failure is caused by inadequate adhesive selection or improper surface preparation
of the FRP

Figure 45: Shear failure of adhesive between the reinforcements ribs (GFRP bar low strength
cement based adhesive)
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Figure 46: Cohesive shear failure of the epoxy adhesive near to the FRP surface, shown for
various bond length of NSM plain surface CFRP strips

Figure 47: Fishbone cracking of the cement based adhesive with shear failure of the adhesive
between the ribs (GFRP bar, relatively high strength cement based adhesive)

Figure 48: Fishbone cracking of cement based adhesive in case of a sand coated and spirally
deformed bar (CFRP bar spirally wind and sand coated)

A3. Adhesive-concrete interface failure
A3 a) Adhesion failure at Adhesion failure is caused by inadequate adhesive selection or improper surface preparation
adhesive concrete
of the concrete.
interface
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A3 b) Cohesive adhesiveconcrete interface failure

It is a rare failure mode in NSM application. In this failure mode a thin layer of concrete
remains on the adhesive. It is similar to the peeling-off failure which is characteristic for EBR
reinforcement
Post failure surface of the concrete

Post failure surface of the reinforcement

Figure 49: Failure characteristic for EBR reinforcement where a thin layer of concrete remains
on the adhesive peeling-off failure (CFRP strips)
A PRIMARAY FAILURE MODES
A1 FRP failure
The first failure mode is the FRP failure and has two sub modes. The first one is the A1a) Interlaminar failure (Figure 42). It is
caused by the incapability of the FRP materials to transfer shear forces. The interlaminar failure is often observed. In externally bonded
FRP applications, due to the bond stress component perpendicular to fibres. They trigger the so called peeling-off failure. This
component is balanced in case of the NSM application by the confinement of the concrete. Figure 42 shows a combination of the
interlaminar shear failure and cohesive shear failure of the adhesive. It was recorded in an experiment where the specimen split into
two pieces in the middle along the groove. In this case the confinement of the concrete was no longer active. A1b). Failure through
the FRP surface pattern (Figure 43 and Figure 44) is considered to be the second FRP failure mode. GFRP bars were tested with
surface ribs realized by indentations of the outer layer of the FRP with a helical trajectory. Hereby some of the longitudinal fibres were
cut, therefore, the effective cross-section of the bar was reduced. Failure of these bars in NSM application (when applied with epoxy
adhesive) was a combination of several failure modes including the interlaminar shear failure of the ribs (Figure 43). Shear failure of
the surface pattern was observed in case of sand coated (BFRP) bars Figure 44. These reinforcements were designed to be applied as
internal reinforcements. In case of NSM bars the shear strength of the FRPs contact surface should exceed the shear capacity of
adhesives.
A2 FRP-adhesive interface failure
Three different failure modes of the FRP-adhesive interface can be defined. One of them is A2a) Adhesion failure at FRP adhesive
interface as a pure interfacial failure. It is rare and it is observed in combination with other failure modes. As for example in case
mechanical interlocking is in comparison reduced due to the plain surface of reinforcements, forces should be transferred mainly by
adhesion. Therefore for plain surface reinforcements the chemical adhesion of the adhesive is important. A pure adhesion failure
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should be avoided by a preparation of the FRP surface. This include removal of any surface impurities (grease and dust) using solvents
supplied by the FRP materials supplier. The FRP materials with plain surface can be carefully prepared with a sand-paper to expose
external fibres.
A2b) Shear failure of the adhesive with failure of the adhesive between consecutive ribs is shown in Figure 45 this failure is typical
failure mode for embedded steel reinforcement. The failure of consecutive ribs leads to progressive failure. It will be influenced by
shear properties of the adhesive and ribs. Such a failure is shown in Figure 45 for G-8-RB type bar bonded with cement based adhesive.
As the shear strength and the bond properties of the adhesive increases this failure changes to shear-off failure of ribs (Figure 43). A
cohesive shear failure in the adhesive was observed with intensive cracking of the adhesive layer with a fishbone pattern. It was critical
as the strength of the cement based adhesive was increased for G-8-RB ribbed bar (Figure 47) and for C-6-SCW reinforcement with
helical wrap and sand coating (Figure 48). The appearance of multiple cracks is a sign of progressive failure with energy dissipation the
cracks propagated also to the concrete cover.
The other possible cohesive shear failure of the adhesive with failure plane close to the FRP adhesive interface was observed for plain
FRP strips. This was the characteristic failure mode in almost every case when the L-shaped specimen was used to test reinforcement
with smooth surface bonded with epoxy based adhesives. Cohesive shear failure for different bond length is shows in Figure 46. The
revealed failure surfaces were characterized by a thin layer of adhesive remained on the FRP surface after pull-out. The type of failure
was independent form the bond length (35 to 140 mm) and from the groove width. Therefore, we consider that the pull-out load was
limited mainly by the adhesive shear strength. The measured residual stress is considered to be the result of friction between the
sheared adhesive surfaces. In case of the tension-tension test setup a combination of this failure mode was observed with cracking of
the concrete due to the low stiffness of the specimen. The failure is gradually propagating from the loaded end towards the unloaded
end as the maximal shear capacity of the adhesive is reached. The failure plane was observed to start from the concrete adhesive
interface propagating towards the FRP-adhesive interface. This failure is an indication of a good surface preparation and proper bond
at the FRP-adhesive interface.
A3. Adhesive-concrete interface failure
A3 a) Adhesion failure at adhesive concrete interface was observed in case of preformed grooves (de Lorenzis, Teng, 2007) for
cement and epoxy based adhesives. In case of cut grooves the exposed aggregate surfaces usually guarantee a good bond at concrete
adhesive interface. The concrete surface preparation is very important. Adequate bond requires dry and dust free surfaces. Preformed
grooves in situ applications are rather rare because the weaker cement surface should be removed to expose aggregates or to roughen
the adhesive-concrete surface by water jetting or by bursting.
A3 b) Cohesive adhesive-concrete interface failure was not observed in our experiments it is similar to the failure shown in
Figure 52. This failure is typical for EBR reinforcement where a thin layer of concrete remains on the adhesive and it is called peeling off
failure (Figure 49). It is rare in case of NSM reinforcement, due to the confinement of concrete. In EBR applications this failure mode is
brittle.
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The combination of different failure modes is often observed in case of NSM reinforcement Primary bond failure starts from the
reinforcement level and propagates towards and often through the concrete cover and cause secondary failure modes with concrete
cover failure along inclined planes.
B SECONDARY FAILURE MODES are the failures that take place in the concrete in addition to the primary failures. They can be
classified based on their starting level as follows:
B1 Surface splitting (adhesive splitting) (Figure 50)
B2 Central splitting (mixed adhesive concrete splitting) (Figure 51)
B3 Deep splitting (concrete splitting) (Figure 52).
B.

SECONDARY FAILURE MODES

B1. Surface splitting

Figure 50: Secondary failure mode with cracking of the adhesive cover starting close to the
surface
B2. Central splitting

Figure 51: Cracking of concrete along inclined planes starting from the reinforcement middle
plane
B3. Deep splitting

Figure 52: Cracking of the concrete along inclined planes starting from the bottom of the
groove triggered by splitting into two halves of the specimen
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Concrete tensile cracking is caused by the bond stress component perpendicular to the FRP surface. Micro cracks appear in the concrete
with fish bone pattern close to the failure load. At ultimate load these cracks join across inclined longitudinal planes. In case of strips
cracks are not developing along inclined planes, they are running parallel to the concrete surface. Therefore, concrete failure mode was
rarely seen in case of rectangular reinforcements with large aspect ratio. In their case the fish bone cracks develop but the bond
stresses have comparatively small components perpendicular to the concrete surface.
The starting level and angle of failure planes is hard to be defined. In case of cement base adhesives (lower strength adhesive). It was
observed the starting point close to the surface of the concrete. Shear failure around the reinforcement was the primary failure, the
cover was pushed-off as effect of the bar pull-out. The opening of the inclined planes is comparatively large; the cracks are
propagating through the concrete surrounding the groove causing reduced damage of the groove corner. Similar failure was observed
for plain surfaced CFRP bars (Figure 50).
As the adhesive strength increased the starting point of inclined planes moved towards the bottom of the groove. In majority of the
experiments, the failure plane was observed to start from the central level of the reinforcement, where the adhesive thickness was
the smallest for round bars. This confirms our theory that the shear capacity of the adhesive has an important role in the definition of
the inclined planes. Such a failure mode is shown in Figure 44 and Figure 51. Another important influencing factor is the surface
pattern of the FRP bar which has effect on the radial component of bond stresses. If epoxy adhesives are used their tensile strength is
higher than the concrete tensile strength. As the adhesive thickness increases the failure plane is shifted with a starting point at bottom
of the groove. Here will be called deep starting level of the failure. This failure was not observed in our experiments but a similar
failure is shown in Figure 52.
In addition to the herein categorised primary and secondary failure modes special failures can develop. Edge splitting failure is a
secondary failure mode with central or deep starting level. It is likely if the reinforcement is close to the member edge.
Recommendations minimal edge distance should be defined as a function of the FRP reinforcement splitting tendency and the
confinement capacity of the concrete edge. This is a brittle failure and is marked by the longitudinal splitting of the concrete edge.
Concrete rip-off failure is likely in case of NSM with high reinforcement ratio. It is a secondary failure mode with deep staring level.
In comparison to embedded reinforcement radial bond stress component are balanced by a much thinner cover and shear links are not
available, unless additional FRP U-wraps are applied (de Lorenzis, Teng 2007). Concrete rip-off is a brittle failure different from the
other failure modes due to the sudden and complete loss of composite action. The micro cracks developed around multiple
longitudinal reinforcements, propagate through the adhesive and join inside the concrete cover before reaching the concrete surface.
Cracks join usually in the weakest cross-section, as for example at the level of internal reinforcement where tension is increased by the
bond stress developed at the internal steel bars. This failure is characteristic in case of strip shaped reinforcements where surface
perpendicular component of the bond stress is running parallel to the concrete surface. Concrete rip-off and edge splitting failures are
likely to develop with strip shaped reinforcements as they have high lateral forces acting on the concrete.
Tensile failure of the FRP reinforcement is a material failure. It is considered to be an exceptional failure mode although usually high
percentage of the tensile capacity of FRP reinforcement is mobilized for strips with high aspect ratio. This failure is possible in
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w end anchorrages and speciall confinement in the anchorage zzone (U-wrap) is applied (Carolin, 2003;
prestresssed application where
Nordin, Täljsten,
T
2006). This
T failure is britttle with sudden loss of composite action. It has bbeen rarely observed by non-prestressed
strengtheening. Structures strengthened witth prestressed FRP (Nordin, Täljsteen, 2006) more freequently fail by fiibre rupture because the
strain cappacity of FRP is ussed by prestressing.
4.4

B OND INFLUENCCING PARAMETE RS

The advaanced single-pull out test setup waas verified for critiical parameters innfluencing bond properties
p
to dem
monstrate its applicability
on widerr scale. The variouus bond influencinng parameters weere grouped as following:
Material factors: moduluss of elasticity (defformation capacitty) and strength of the substrate material (in our case
c concrete), bonding
system (high strength adhhesives), and strengthening material (in our case FRRP reinforcement).
s shape and thhe surface of the groove and reinfforcement. The edge distance is considered
c
to be also
a an
Geometrical factors: the size,
importannt geometrical facctor.
Presented factors have im
mportance on the internal stress deevelopment, failuure modes, deform
mation and load carrying capacityy of the
c
Thereefore, to understaand and to modeel the behaviour of NSM FRP all these factors needd to be considereed. Test
bonded connection.
setups ussed to test these factors were the newly developedd single pull-out test
t setup and the tensions-tensioon test setup usedd in the
framewoork of the En-core research project.
4.4.1

Strength off the substra te material

Influencee of concrete grade on bond behaviour was studied especially for low grade concretes. Bonded coonnection failuress are at
interfaces or through the weakest
w
material..
fcm = 22.9 N//mm2

Bond lenngth
lb=70 mm
m

fcmc = 34.2 N/mm2

Bond lengthh
lb=70 mm

wer grade concreete specimens, cooncrete crackingg combined with cohesive shear failure
fa of the adhesive
Figure 53: Failure of low
a the
Failure off concrete was avvoided at the herein developed L-shhaped specimen (single pull-out teest) due to the addequate stiffness and
maximized testing plane. In specimens witth relatively low concrete
c
grade thhe main failure was cohesive shearr failure of the addhesive.
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However, cracks in the concrete specimen appeared (Figure 53). They started at the unloaded end of the bond length following the
compressive trajectories showing composite behaviour of the connection. The shear failure of the concrete near the groove was
avoided. In NSM applications the gluing is done usually on a cut surface which implies mostly direct bonding to exposed aggregates.
they have better bond capacity and much higher shear strength than the cement paste.
Experiments performed with various strengths of the substrate material showed that the bond strength (Figure 54) is not considerably
influenced by the substrate surface tension strength but it is influenced by the deformation capacity (confinement) of the groove
surrounding material, at least in the range of commonly used concretes. The bond strength increased only by 20% while the concrete
substrate strength increased by over 350% (from 23 to 84 N/mm2 average cube strength). By increasing the concrete strength the
loaded and unloaded end deformations slightly decreased showing an increase in the stiffness of interaction. The bond-slip curve
steepness increased with increasing the concrete strength (Figure 55).
In NSM strengthening the deformation capacity (confinement) of the groove surrounding material (in our case concrete) is more
important. This is dependent not only on the material strength but on geometrical properties such as edge distance groove depth as
well. Failure of the concrete was avoided even in case of low strength concretes (fcm = 22.9 N/mm2) if sufficient distance from the edge

Bond strength [N/mm2]
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Figure 54: Bond strength vs. average cubic compressive strength of the substrate material
As a conclusion NSM strengthenings are less sensitive to the strength of the substrate material in comparison to EBR connection
especially for strips. Some increase of the failure load was recorded by decreasing the concrete strength explained by the increase of
concrete confining effect (Figure 54). In case of FRP bars with intense surface deformations the radial component of the bond stress
may cause longitudinal splitting of the concrete cover. The splitting failure could be avoided for example by additional U-wraps.
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Figure 55 Bond stress vs. loaded end slip diagram for different concrete substrate strengths
4.4.2

Modulus of elasticity

Round bars with similar surface deformation and different moduli of elasticity were tested; reinforcements C-6-SCW and B-8-SC (see
Table 4). The surface preparation of the reinforcements were similar in addition to the sand coating the C-6-SCW reinforcement had a
helical wrap giving additional surface deformations. The reinforcements were manufactured either from carbon or basalt fibres with
moduli of elasticity 124 GPa and 60 GPa, respectively. The ultimate load was almost 25% higher for the C-6-SCW reinforcement. The
loaded end slip was 0.572 for C-6-SCW and 0.553 mm for B-8-SC specimens at 90% of the ultimate load the same was 0.635 mm.
The same adhesive was used to bond these reinforcements. In conclusion the slip value is mostly controlled by the adhesive
deformation capacities. Strains of the reinforcement along the bond length were not comparable; they were much higher in case of the
reinforcement with the smaller modulus of elasticity.
Reinforcements from the same manufacturer with similar surface preparations but different moduli of elasticity were also tested.
Reinforcements C3_1 and C3_2 (see Table 4) showed that higher moduli of elasticity do not mean necessarily a higher pull-out load.
Increasing the longitudinal moduli of elasticity of the reinforcement from 165 to 210 GPa resulted in a pull-out load decrease of 12%.
An increase of the local bond stress was recorded on the other side probably due the smaller transverse deformation of the
reinforcement due to the Poisson-effect. This increase of the bond properties is explained by the reduction of the confinement. The
measurement of the transverse deformation measurement confirmed the reduced confinement in case of reinforcement C3_1.
In conclusion we can say that the reinforcement and the adhesive deformation capacities have effect on the developed bond stresses.
4.4.3

Edge distance

Using the L-shaped specimen the influence of a closely situated edge (edge effect) can be simulated by an additional cut into the
testing plane parallel to the reinforcement. The advantage of the specimen is that the edge distance can be preferably chosen after the
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reinforcement was cast. For the tested reinforcements (G-8-RB, B-8-SC, C-6-SCW and C2_1) ae=30 mm edge distance was simulated
(Figure 56) with a 50 mm deep groove.

simulation of
edge distance
30 mm

50 mm

Figure 56: Modification of the L-shaped specimen in order to simulate ae=30 mm edge distance
In the first step bond strength of reference specimen was tested. In the second step an additional cut was produced simulating the
edge effect (Figure 56). The presence of the edge in case of the deformed bars with circular cross-section did not contribute to the
reduction of the average bond stress. However, for the strip shaped reinforcement an important reduction of 33% was observed. The
edge splitting failure has been avoided also for rectangular cross-sections by reducing the edge distance to 30 mm. However, the bond
strength was reduced by 33% owing to the higher lateral stresses.
The transverse deformation of the cut was monitored with LVDTs. For C-6-SCW reinforcement a very low movement was recorded.
Highest displacements were measured for B-8-SC reinforcement. The internal cracking of the concrete can be followed from these
measurements especially at B-8-SC reinforcement where cracks in the concrete induced sudden increase of the transverse
deformations and sudden shifts in the bond stress. For example at the first crack measurement over the first stain gauge indicated
increase of displacement at the same time bond stress decreased considerably on the first segment (τbm0) and increased (τbm1, τbm2)
on the next two segments (Figure 28). This shows the rearrangement of the bond stresses.
High lateral stresses were shown by the measurement of the transverse deformations of the edge in Figure 57 for the strip shaped
reinforcement (C3_3) and for the sand coated BFRP bar (B-8-SC). Nevertheless, reduction of the bond stress was not observed for the
round-cross section bars with sand coating due to the different force transfer mechanisms (rectangular and circular reinforcements)
and due to the different surface patterns (plain and sand coated). The G-8-RB and C-6-SCW bar showed in this comparison a reduced
splitting tendency.
The presence of the edge in case of the deformed bars with circular cross-section did not reduce the average bond stress. However, for
the strip shaped reinforcement an important reduction of 33% was observed. Characteristic edge splitting failure was not observed in
case of the strip shaped reinforcements only moderate cracking of the specimen was observed. Failure for the round cross-section bars
was concrete cover splitting along inclined planes. Intensive cracking of the concrete was observed outside this planes for specimens
G-8-RB and B-8-SC.
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m
waas not considerably influenced by tthe reduced edgee distance. In overrall the slip at loaaded and unloadeed ends
The slip measurement
was loweer for this specim
mens compared too the reference vaalues. This meanss that the reducedd confinement off the specimens with
w 30
mm edgee distance did nott enable larger deeformations of thee adhesive.

90 mm

135 mm

180 mm

Figure 57:
5 Transverse deformations
d
of the
t edge (at 30 m
mm from the grooove) measured aat different positiions for differentt NSM
rreinforcements
The characteristics of this experimental series is that strip sshaped reinforcem
ments are sensitivve to reduced connfinement resulteed by a
c
cross-secttion reinforcemennts. In their case the failure will turrn to be explosivee as the
reduced edge distance. Leess sensitive are circular
ment is reduced. Edge
E distance less than 30 mm is not recommendeed for any NSM aapplication. In our case this distance was
confinem
double of
o the maximal aggregate
a
size. Thhe concrete strenngth should be also
a taken into coonsideration. To establish minimaal edge
distance for strip shaped reinforcement
r
furrther studies are nneeded. The edgee splitting failure is supposed to bee characteristic for lower
m.
edge disttance than 30 mm
4.4.4

Alternativee adhesives

In additioon to two compoonent epoxy adheesives, I studied thhe bond capacitiees of cement baseed adhesives. Tests have been perfformed
with ourr L-shaped pull-oout test setup onn strip shaped reinforcements witth deformed epoxxy coating and on
o circular cross-section
reinforcements with various surface patternns (G-8-RB, B-8-SSC and C-6-SCW)).
m
were testted (Szabó et al., 2008).
In the firrst stage of our exxperimental proggramme mechanical properties of eleven cement mortars
Three preemixed cement mortars
m
and eightt cement mortarss developed in ouur laboratory werre used as adhesiive. The designedd mixes
had low water cement rattio (w/c = 0.30). For proper workkability approximaately 1% percentt of plasticizer waas used (Sika ViscoocreteC
content was
w 800 kg/m3. Aggregate was qquartz sand of maximum
m
1 mm diameter. The bond properties and
a the
3035). Cement
deformabbility of the cemeent mortar was inntended to be enhanced by addingg latex to our mixxes (bond enhancer Sika Latex, nootation:
B). The shrinkage
s
of morttar was limited byy a swelling admixture of 3,5 m % of the cement ccontent (SikaConttrol 40, notation: S) and
by PAN fibres
f
(2 kg/m3). The PAN fibres (Avekril Conti, nottation: F) had a diameter
d
of 12 too15 mm, length of
o 2-35 mm. Theey were
used to enhance
e
mechanical properties of cement
c
mortars ((Fenyvesi, 2007). Two cement typees were used a blended cement CEEM III A
32.5 N (notation: Cem 32.5) and a Portlaand cement CEM
M I 52.5 N (notatioon: Cem 52.5). From each cemeent type a base mix
m was
preparedd (with addition of super plasticizzer), then a secoond mix was prepared adding lattex. In a further step
s latex and sw
welling
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admixture were added. In the fourth mix PAN fibres were added to the latex and the swelling admixture. For example the forth mix in
case of CEM I 52.5 N will be as follows: Cem 52.5 B_S_F.
Compressive strength was measured on cubes of 30 mm sides at age of 3, 7, 14 and 28 days. Further investigations were performed on
prisms of 40×40 mm section and 160 mm length at age of 14 and 28 days, respectively. We obtained the cement mortars bending
strength from three point bending tests. After that the bending tests specimens were sheared in a special double shear device.
Strength results are shown in Table 7, mixes containing CEM III A 32.5 N will not be discussed in further in this thesis, since they have
reduced strength.
Table 7: Properties of the used cement mortars

No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
11
12

Mix name
Premix
Premix
Cem 52.5
Cem 52.5 B
Cem 52.5 B_ S
Cem 52.5 B_S_ F
Premix
Epoxy-1

Self
weight
kg/m3
28 days
1687
1712
2234
1755
1777
1876
1901
1680

Compressive strength
N/mm2

7 days
9
13.0
58.4
24.6
19.1
24.2
27.3
70.2

14 days
11.4
17.2
60.1
27.2
19.1
29.8
42.4

28 days
13.0
17.1
58.8
24.0
20.6
30.1
38.9

Shear
strength
N/mm2

Bending
strength
N/mm2

14 day
2.57
1.81
8.89
5.47
5.12
5.90
5.09
18

14 days
3.23
3.33
7.24
7.10
5.47
6.60
9.03

NOTATIONS: CEM I 52.5 N (Cem 52.5), bond enhancer (B), shrinkage reducer (S), PAN fibres (F)

Behaviour of the different mixes at high temperatures was investigated by thermogravimetric measurements. Results showed
decomposition via pyrolysis starting at temperatures over 200°C at each mortar. The decomposition intensity was in direct proportion
to the admixtures quantity used, accordingly the reference mix had a less intense tendency to decomposition. It was shown that the
two component epoxy adhesive decomposed nearly entirely. This very intense exothermic reaction started at 200 °C. Decomposition of
the premixes was also very intense showing a high admixture content. Pull-out tests were carried out in 14 days after the
reinforcements were glued into the grooves.
Experiments with strip shaped CFRP strips (aspect ratio 20/1.4) with light surface deformation at bond lengths of 140 mm showed the
effect compressive strength of the adhesive on the bond properties (Figure 58). Bond strength was reduced in comparison to
applications where conventional epoxy adhesives were used. Nevertheless, cement based adhesives can be used with special
considerations. The bond strength of 5.30 N/mm2 (43% of the reference value obtained for FRP strips bonded with epoxy adhesive) is
acceptable in comparison to maximal bond strengths obtained for EBR technique. Results presented in Figure 58 show that the
compressive strength of adhesive and the average bond strength are linearly proportional.
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Figure 58: Effect of the mean cube strength of the cement based adhesives on the bond strength (CFRP strips 20/1.4, bond
length of 140 mm)
The effect of shrinkage reducing admixture, and latex based bond enhancer as well as the effect of PAN fibres was studied. Our
preliminary results show the need to optimize the composition of cement based adhesives (Figure 59). The cohesive shear failure at
FRP-adhesive interface cannot be fully excluded based on the visual observations of the failure surface but it is considered to be less
possible due to the limited chemical adhesion capacity of cement based adhesives. Therefore, we conclude that failure was probably
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bond failure at FRP adhesive interface.
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Figure 59: Effect of cement admixtures on the mean cube strength of the cement based adhesives and on their bond strength
(CFRP strips 20/1.4, bond length of 140 mm)
Mortars Cem 52.5 B and Cem 52.5 S_F had almost the same compressive strength at 14 days age. Still, pull-out tests performed on
specimens glued with these mixes showed different results. The mix containing bond enhancer enabled increased deformation
capacity of the connection. The bond stress decreased in comparison to the reference mix with 25%. Over 30% of bond strength
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decrease in comparison to the reference mix was shown at the mix containing only swelling admixture. Mixing of bond enhancer and
swelling admixtures resulted in a decrease of the mortar compressive strength with 40 to 50% compared to the reference mortar. Pullout test results showed relatively low average bond strengths. The addition of only latex bond enhancer has enabled a relative high

Average bond stress [N/mm2]

bond capacity taking into consideration the reduced compression strength of the adhesive (Figure 59).
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Figure 60: Bond-slip curve of strip bonded with different cement based adhesives (CFRP strips 20/1.4)
The ascending branch of the bond-slip curve was followed by a linear decrease of the bond stresses with increasing slip. A slight
waving of the curve descending branch can be observed explained by the FRP bar surface deformations. While the mechanical
adhesion was less pronounced for this light surface pattern the benefit of PAN fibres was not noticeable (Figure 61). The mixing and
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the placement of the reinforcement was difficult due to the low workability of the adhesives with fibre reinforcement.
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Figure 61: Bond-slip curve of strip bonded with cement based adhesives without (Cem 52.5 W) or with PAN fibres (Cem 52.5 F
W) cured under water (CFRP strips 20/1.4)
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The reinforcements were glued in pre wetted grooves to assure proper bond at adhesive-concrete interface and good curing
conditions. If samples were kept in water after the reinforcements were placed the adhesive reached a higher compressive strength
and bond properties reached a maximum of 6.62 N/mm2 (54% of the reference value obtained for epoxy adhesive). The effect of the

Average bond stress [N/mm2]

wet curing condition of the cement based adhesive is shown in Figure 62.
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Figure 62: Bond stress – loaded end slip diagram for NSM reinforcement bonded with cement based adhesives with different
cements (Cem 52.5, Cem 32.5 and premix) and wet curing condition (Cem 52.5 W)
I showed the effect of curing condition on the bond behaviour. Specimens kept underwater showed an increase of the bond capacities
by about 25% of the bond strength obtained for the reference cement based adhesive (Mix with Cem 52.5) adhesive. The wet curing
condition changed the shape of bond-slip curve. The curve angel was low at beginning then decreased constantly close to the ultimate
value it turned into an almost asymptotic curve (Figure 62. curve Cem 52.5 W). The decreasing branch could not be recorded. Similar
adhesives cured at laboratory conditions showed less pronounced decrease of the initial curve angle until ultimate load. The
descending branch was registered. Relatively high residual strength was reached. For example at 3 mm slip the residual bond stress
was almost 50% of the bond strength. The high residual bond stress was observed to be characteristic for each bond-slip curve in case
of cement based adhesives. The frictional bond stress between the deboned strip and adhesive was relative high in comparison to the
adhesion bond stress.
The effect of the shrinkage reducer was thought beneficial because the confinement of the reinforcement could be theoretically
reduced by shrinkage. In our case a relatively thin adhesive layer is used (approximately 1.5 mm on both sides). The effect of the
adhesive deformations is limited. The increased confinement could be beneficial. Special considerations are needed in case of high
reinforcement ratios and in applications close to the element edge. The curing under wet conditions reduced the shrinkage.
For cement based adhesives the mechanical adhesion could be optimally used in case of reinforcements with intense surface pattern. A
second study on bond capacity of cement based adhesives was started with deformed round cross-section bars (B-8-SC, G-8-RB and
C-6-SCW) over 175 mm bond length. One considerable advantage of FRP strengthening is the relatively reduced time span of such
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interventions enabled by the high rate of application and by the short curing time of adhesives. One drawback of cement based
adhesives is considered the long curing time of the adhesives. Application of fast hardening cement is recommended. In our
experience mortars made from Portland cement (CEM I 52.5 N) have reached over 85% of the 28th days compression strength in three
days. In the following experiments a micro-cement (microfine Portland cement) which penetrates very well into tight joints was used.
An innovative hardening accelerator (X-SEED® 100) was also used (1000 g Rheocem 900, 400 g water, 30 ml X-SEED 100 hardening
accelerator and 30 ml Glenium 51 plasticizer) reaching a pot life of maximum 25 minutes.
For ribbed FRP bars shear failure of the adhesive (failure mode A2b) between ribs was critical (at 48 hours of age of adhesive). The
average bond strength was only 39% of the reference value (reinforcement bonded with epoxy adhesive). For sand coated bars (B-8SC bar) 75% of the reference value was reached with average bond strength of 6.5 N/mm2. For sand coated bars with helical wrap
45% of the reference value was reached and the average bond stress was 6.5 N/mm2. Results are very promising an optimal mix
design is recommended to maximize the adhesive strength. For each bar progressive micro cracking of the adhesive was observed
(Figure 47 and Figure 48) therefore the addition of fibres could increase the bond properties. In these experiments strain gauges were
also used.
The maximal average bond stress along the reinforcement was 5 to 7.5 N/mm2 for GFRP bars with ribbed surface (G-8-RB) in case the
mirco-cement was used whereas in case of epoxy adhesive the same was 12.5 to 17.5 N/mm2. For cement bonded specimens a
constantly increasing bond stress level was observed along the entire bond length with increasing the load. The shift of the maximum
bond stress towards the unloaded end (as it was characteristic for epoxy boded adhesives) was not observed. A high level of the
residual strength for the cement bonded reinforcement was observed. Stiffer bond-slip behaviour was found for the epoxy bonded
reinforcements with initiation of the first slip at higher load levels. If the cement based adhesive was used the slip started at load level
of 25% from the ultimate which increased to 40% for one of the epoxy bonded samples. Ultimate slip doubled for the cement
adhesive compared to the epoxy adhesives. The tensile load slip curve angle gradually decreased up to zero at final load for any of the
adhesives used. Transverse deformations were roughly zero for cement based adhesives.
For sand coated bar B-8-SC bar a different bond stress distribution was recorded for cement based adhesives than for the reference
epoxy bonded samples. The maximal bond stress level was 7.5 to 10 N/mm2. A gradual failure was observed with propagation of the
maximal bond stress towards the unloaded end. Whereas the same reinforcement bonded with epoxy adhesive showed rather high
values of bond stress at the loaded end and with limited propagation towards the unloaded end with reduced almost zero bond stress
at the unloaded end. First slip initiated at similar load levels and the bond slip curve had a lower angle for the cement based adhesives.
Lower transverse deformations were measured for the cement bonded specimens.
The highest bond stress level was recorded for C-6-SCW reinforcement with values over 10 N/mm2 for the cement based adhesive.
Ultimate slip was lower than 0.5 mm in comparison to slip values close to 1 mm for the epoxy bonded specimens. The surface
preparation in especially the helical wrapping made difficult the strain measurement along the bond length.
The mobilization capacity of all tested bars bonded with cement based adhesive was satisfactory 42% for G-8-RB, 52% for B-8-SC and
37% for C-6-SCW. For the carbon FRP (C-6-SCW) the value was impressive taking into consideration the high tensile capacity of the
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CFRP reinforcement. The mobilization capacity of the reinforcement bonded with epoxy adhesives was not even higher than 45 %. The
C-6-SCW bar had a diameter of 6 mm and a high bond surface to tensile capacity ratio. From this point of view reinforcement with a
cross-section as small as possible are recommended for NSM application.
The surface pattern is important for NSM applications with cement based adhesives sand coated bars are recommended with or
without a helical wrap. Bars with surface ribbing can also be used. The shear failure of the adhesive between ribs will be limiting their
utilization and the distance between consecutive ribs should be taken into consideration.
In this stage of our experiments we demonstrated that the strength of cement mortar is mainly influencing the average bond strength
of the near surface mounted FRP. Further investigations are needed to study the influence of bond enhancers and shrinkage
compensators on the bond strength.
4.4.5

Groove width

Groove dimensions have a direct influence on the adhesive layer thickness (Figure 63); therefore, they probably have influence on the
strength and deformation capacity of the interaction.

23 mm

2 mm

5 mm

8 mm

tg= 2 mm
ta= 0.3 mm
0.3 mm

tg= 5 mm
ta= 1.8 mm
1.8 mm

tg= 8 mm
ta= 3.3 mm
3.3 mm

Figure 63: The tested groove widths and the resulted adhesive thicknesses (tf = 1.4 mm)
In this part of the studies we tested the influence of groove width and in the same time the influence of adhesive thickness to the bond
strength. Adhesion capacity of epoxy adhesives would be considered optimal because adhesion failure was not observed in our

Bond strength [N/mm2]

experiments. Common failure mode of strip shaped reinforcements was cohesive shear failure of the adhesive (failure mode A2c).
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Figure 64: Bond strength vs. groove width diagram (points indicate individual measurements at bond length of 70 mm)
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Three different groove widths were chosen to show the influence of adhesive thickness on bond behaviour. Groove widths of 2 mm,
5 mm and 8 mm adhesive thickness of 0.3 mm, 1.8 mm and 3.3 mm were applied, respectively. The highest bond strength was
recorded in case of the smallest groove width, and it decreased with increasing the groove width. The groove width in case of 2 and 5
mm grooves did not considerably influence the bond strength (Figure 64). The 8 mm grooves (adhesive layer of 3.3 mm on both sides
of FRP) lead to a bond strength decrease by 20% in comparison to the 5mm grooves width. The scatter of results for the 8 mm groove
was increased considerably. The central and aliened positioning of the strips is difficult for wide grooves because the strips have low
lateral stiffness. As result, the adhesive thickness will not be constant along the reinforcement. These results indicate that above a
certain limit the groove width is disadvantageous for strip shaped NSM reinforcements.
In the literature there are some recommendations but they consider only the minimal groove sizes. The minimal adhesive thickness is
to be chosen taking into consideration the maximal particle size of the fillers used in the adhesive. The maximal adhesive thickness will
be limited to 4·tf. The optimal adhesive thickness is considered one tf resulting that the optimal groove width of 3·tf.
According to our results the following equation is recommended for the groove width in case of FRP strips. Despite to the international
recommendations the maximal allowable groove width will be limited by the author
2·tf ≤ tg≤4·tf
On the other hand all these limits are taking into consideration the strip thickness. Common strip thickness are in the range of
1.2 to 1.6 mm. Reinforcements with thickness of 2.5 mm are also available. Based on our above recommended formula the maximal
adhesive thickness would be 3.75 mm for a strip thickness of 2.5 mm. This is considered to be too thick based on the above results
where the maximal adhesive thickness was 3.3 mm. The minimal adhesive thickness is to be chosen taking into consideration the
maximal particle size of the fillers used in the adhesive.
ta ≤ 1.5 mm is recommended, therefore, the maximal groove width (tg) should be,
tg ≤ tf + 3 mm.
For round cross-section reinforcements the increased adhesive thickness results in a better confinement of the reinforcement. The
adhesive tensile strength is high in comparison to the concrete tensile strength. To determine the optimal and maximal adhesive
thickness for round cross-section bars a new experimental programme is needed. Based on our experience the limits will be
formulated as a function of the reinforcement surface pattern.
4.4.6

Reinforcement cross-section shape

Rectangular reinforcements are characterised by the width to thickness ratio (aspect ratio). If a bar has a large aspect ratio (strips
shaped reinforcements) the bond surface to cross-section ratio will be maximized. Advantage of square reinforcements is that they
have maximized bar sectional area to a given groove size (de Lorenzis, Teng, 2007). The reinforcement cross-section has an important
effect on the development of interactional forces. In case of round cross-sections similar interactional stresses develop as in case of
internal reinforcements. After the adhesion is lost the radial component of the bond stress becomes decisive and influences the
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interactional behaviour (mechanical interlocking). In case of the round cross-sections the radial component can cause splitting of the
concrete cover. In case of rectangular cross-sections with large aspect ratio the bond stresses perpendicular to the surface are acting
against the concrete cover as shown in Figure 15. In case of a reduced edge distance the edge splitting failure, in case of a high

Mobilization capacity Ffu/ff∙Af

reinforcement ratio the concrete cover rip off failure can be decisive.
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Figure 65: Mobilization capacity vs. aspect ratio of smooth surfaced NSM CFRP reinforcements with different cross-sections
The reinforcement shape has an effect on the overall force transfer. To enable comparison the mobilization capacity is defined. The
mobilization capacity represents in fact the effectiveness of the reinforcement and it is the ratio of the anchoring capacity (Ffu) over the
characteristic tensile strength of the reinforcement (ff·Af). The mobilization capacity can be defined as a function of the aspect ratio or
as a function of the perimeter to cross-section ratio, the higher the perimeter to cross-section ratio, the higher the anchoring capacity.
For the characterisation of rectangular reinforcements usually the aspect ratio is generally used.
Figure 65 shows the relation between the mobilization capacity and the aspect ratio. The highest mobilization capacity for a smooth
surface reinforcement was 65% for a strip aspect ratio of 7.14 (C3_1) and it was 34% for a strip with similar aspect ratio of 6 (C2_4)
and cross-section to bond surface ratio of 0.93. Reinforcement C4 had similar mobilization capacity but a much lower aspect ratio
(aspect ratio = 1) in comparison to the C2_4 reinforcement. In addition the aspect ratio cannot be used to characterise bars of round
cross-section.
Therefore, the perimeter to cross-section ratio is recommended instead the aspect ratio. The relation between the mobilization
capacity and the perimeter to cross-section ratio is shown in Figure 66. The comparison includes C-8-S, C3_1 and C2_4 b CFRP strips
with plain surface and C-10×10-S FRP rectangular bars with a deformed epoxy coating. Figure 66 shows an almost linear relation
between the mobilization capacity and perimeter to cross-section ratio.
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Figure 66: Mobilization capacity vs. perimeter to cross-section ratio of smooth surfaced NSM CFRP reinforcements with different
cross-sections
For the round cross-section reinforcement (diameter of 8 mm) a mobilization capacity of 26% was recorded for a cross-section to
bond surface ratio of 0.50. A comparable result was found for the rectangular reinforcement C4. Mobilization capacity of 34% for
reinforcement C2_4 and 65% for reinforcement C3_1 was recorded for a perimeter to cross section ratio of 0.93 and 1.63 respectively.
4.4.7

Surface pattern

Surface deformations are usually used in case of bars for internal reinforcement. If these reinforcements are used as NSM strengthening
the effect of the surface patter on the bond behaviour is to be taken into account. Characteristic surface pattern of NSM reinforcements
is shown in Figure 67.
Experiments were carried out with bars of round cross-section: with plain surface (epoxy coated C-8-S, Figure 67 a), with sand coating
(B-8-SC, Figure 67 b), with helical wrapping and sand coating (C-6-SCW, Figure 67 c) with surface ribbing (G-8-RB, Figure 67 d).
Results of bond tests performed with the tensile-tensile test specimen and with the L-shaped specimen are presented in Table 8.

a)

b)

plain

c)

sand coated

sand coated and spirally
wound

d)
ribbed

Figure 67: Characteristic surface patterns of NSM reinforcement bars
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Figure 68: Failure modee of NSM mounteed reinforcement C-8-S, C-6-SCW
W, B-8-SC and G--8-RB
Reinforceement surface pattern has influence on failure moddes and on the bond
b mechanism stages as showeed before. In casee of the
ribbed reeinforcement (G-88-RB) almost no slip was recordedd at the unloadedd length. In case oof the sand coatedd specimens slip started
at the unnloaded end at looad level of 84% and 87% for B1-8-SC and for the C-6-SCW reinfo
forcement at 88 and
a 76%. In casee of the
epoxy cooated reinforcemeent with smooth surface
s
(C-8-S) boond mechanism was
w governed by the adhesion inflluenced by the addhesive
bond andd shear propertiees. Slip at unloaded end initiated at
a 54%, 67% and 58% of the ulttimate load. This shows the deformation
capacity of the adhesive. Failure
F
was characterized by modeerate cracking of the
t concrete surroounding the groovve with a fishbone crack
a shear failure of
o the adhesive (FFigure 68). The mobilized tensile caapacity was the loowest for this bar explained not byy a poor
pattern and
bond cappacity but by the high tensile strenngth of the carbon fibres and the small
s cross-sectioon to bond surface ratio in comparrison to
the C-6-SSCW bar where thhe bar nominal diiameter was 6 mm
m.
G-8-RB reinforcement
r
haad intense surfacee ribbing which allowed almost no slip, failure innitiated with inteensive concrete crracking
along incclined planes and shear failure of surface
s
ribs (Figurre 51 and Figure 67).
6 In this case m
mechanical interloocking had an impportant
role similar to the case of internal ribbed stteel bars in concreete. The main diffference was the reeduced slip explained by the difference in
the failurre modes whereas the ribs of steel bars are stiff andd are able to shear the concrete between the ribs reesulting in a graduual and
ductile faailure. Meanwhilee FRP reinforcemeent ribs are unablle to shear the eppoxy adhesive in-between the ribss and fail to shearr failure
of the ribbs or concrete craacking along inclinned planes forcedd by the radial coomponent of the bbond stress. This failure is explosivve with
brittle chharacteristics. Shear failure of the ribs was mainly observed at the loaded end where the slip was the highest
h
(Figure 43). FRP
reinforcement induces geenerally a less pronounced tendenncy to splitting of
o concrete were we have to takee into consideratiion the
a the concrete cover
c thickness which
w is normally higher
confiningg effect of the adhhesive usually epoxy with a high ttensile strength and
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for internal steel reinforcing bars. The mobilized tensile capacity was the highest for G-8-RB reinforcement explained by the high mean
bond strength in comparison to the other specimens and the relative low tensile strength of the glass fibres in comparison to the
carbon fibres.
B-8-SC and G-8-RB bars had comparable tensile properties, therefore we conclude that bond strength of ribbed bars is higher with
over 40% compared to sand coated bars.
Table 8: Tension-tension bond test results (Appenix E) and results of the L-shaped specimen (Appendix C) for FRP reinforcement with
different surface pattern
Reinf.
bar

C-8-S

C-6-SCW

L-shaped
specimen
B-8-SC

L-shaped
specimen
G-8-RB

L-shaped
specimen
1

Ultimate
tensile
load
Ffu [kN]
40.7
41.5
42.7
33.2
34.5
39.12
40.58
49.00
28.45
32.74
27.78
38.50
38.12
45.83
37.92
43.55
53.81
48.65

Ultimate loaded
end slip
slu [mm]

Initiation of the
unloaded end
slip

50%
0.298
0.328
0.374
0.372
0.420

90%
0.763
1.220
1.990
0.905
0.961

0.54
0.67
0.58
0.84
0.87

0.287
0.199
0.472
0.585

0.596
0.572
1.337
1.100

0.96
0.90
0.88
0.76

0.254
0.184
0.710

0.635
0.553
1.465

0.96
0.92
1

0.635
0.139
0.679

2.013

1
0.72
0.72

0.009

Fx/Ffu

Mean bond
strength

Mobilization
capacity1

N/mm2
5.4
5.5
5.7
5.9
6.1
6.9
12.3
14.9
3.8
4.3
3.7
8.8
8.7
6.1
5.0
5.8
12.0
11.1

Ffu/ff·Af
0.29
0.29
0.30
0.53
0.56
0.63
0.69
0.84
0.57
0.65
0.55
0.77
0.76
0.91
0.75
0.86
1.05
0.97

Surface
pattern

epoxy coated,
plain
sand coated
and helical
wrap

sand coated

surface
ribbing

comparison of values has to be made with regard on the different FRP material properties

Sand coated reinforcements were developed to be embedded in concrete as internal reinforcements. Generally high strength epoxy
adhesives are used for adhesion in NSM applications. The deformations of the sand coated reinforcements should guarantee higher
average bond strength in comparison to plain surface bars. But in some cases the shear failure of the deformations can cause bond
failure at lower bond stress levels observed in case of B-8-SC bar (Figure 44). In a comparison of C-6-SCW and B-8-SC reinforcements
(different modulus of elasticity) we notice the benefit of the helical wrapping which made possible an increase of the mean bond
strength in this comparison. In case of the C-6-SCW bars the longitudinal splitting of the adhesive was observed starting from the
unloaded end then cracks propagated through concrete. In case of B-8-SC bar (higher adhesive thickness) longitudinal splitting of the
adhesive was not typical. Cracking of the concrete along inclined planes starting from the bottom of the groove triggered by splitting
into two halves of the specimen was observed for the B-8-sc bar.
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In specimens where secondary concrete failure was of concern bond behaviour was mainly influenced by the radial component of the
bond stress triggered by the mechanical interlocking between bar deformations and adhesive. For plain or moderated deformations,
bond is mainly influenced by adhesion or by the adhesive shear strength. In case of higher intensity deformations bond is controlled by
mechanical interlocking between deformations and adhesive.
4.5

E FFECT OF BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

The effect of boundary conditions on the test results should be minimized in any case. Based on individual test results generally
applicable conclusions should be formulated. In our case the effect of the support conditions concrete confinement and the loading are
considered to be boundary parameters. Usually, in a testing program the test setup is not considered a variable although only in this
way can be estimated its influence on the test results. One other factor which is difficult to be taken into account is the human factor.
In order to see the effect of testing conditions the same tests were performed in different laboratories in the framework of the
International RRT (Round Robin Test) programme (Szabó, Balázs 2010). These tests were initiated and organized by the En-core
research network (European Network for Composite Reinforcement).
As an extension of the RRT exercise we compared results obtained by tension-tension test setup to results obtained by our L-shaped
test setup. The setups were differet in load and support conditions as well as in lateral stiffness of the specimens. The used
reinforcements and their applications were the same but the bond length and the position of strain gauges were different.
The local bond behaviour could be influenced in this comparison by the different loading and support conditions. The L-shaped
specimen was supported by steel frame. As a result the concrete part of the L-shaped specimen was in compression while at the
tension-tension specimen was in tension. Bond stresses developed at the internal steel bar level (bars used for force transfer) reduced
the confinement of the concrete.
The geometry of the specimens is also important. The L-shaped specimen had a higher cross-section in the plane of the NSM
reinforcement resulting in a better confinement of the concrete. The concrete confinement can be increased in addition with internal
reinforcements.
The studied bond length was 175 mm for the L-shaped specimen and 300 mm for the tension-tension specimen. The local bond
behaviour should not be influenced by this aspect as the effective anchorage length for NSM reinforcements is considered to be shorter
than 175 mm. The tension-tension specimen was a double pull-out specimen with two concrete blocks. This means four bonded
lengths. With an additional confinement the possibility of failure in one of the concrete blocks was minimized in the anchorage bond
length. The other block was the monitored one, here on opposite sides similar measurements had to be performed on the monitored
bond length. This increased the preparation time the cost and the number of measurements to at least double in comparison to the Lshaped specimen. Usually the failure initiated at the monitored side (monitored bond length). In exceptional case when failure at the
unmonitored side initiated measurement data was compromised. The other issue was the possibility of eccentric loading not only due
to errors made during preparations but due to asymmetric pull-out displacements on opposite sides. Asymmetry was observed
especially at loads close to the ultimate load.
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For G-8-RB reinforcement slip recorded at tension-tension specimens was double as high as measured at the L-shaped specimen. This
was expected and it is explained by the larger bond length 300 mm in comparison to 175 mm. The maximal bond stress level was in
the range of 12.5 to 17.5 N/mm2 for the L-shaped specimen. For the measurement at tension-tension specimens similar values are
observed but with higher values over 20 N/mm2 at the first segment of the bond length and lower values close to the unbounded
length. The high value at the first segment was measured also for the other tested reinforcements. The position first strain gauge was
mounted very close to the unbounded zone at 10 mm distance. At the L-shaped specimen this distance was increased to 30 mm.
In the last segment of the bond length relatively low bond strength was measured for the tension-tension specimens at ultimate load.
In this segment failure and bond capacity was influenced by the internal stress developed at the steel bar and by the propagation of
the cracks. Stresses were at the steel bar where higher at the specimen ends and decreased towards the middle of the specimen. This
was the opposite as for the FRP reinforcement. They were loaded on opposite ends.
In overall the stain measurement was not consistent for the measurements with the tensile-tensile specimen although the strain
gauge preparation was similar as for the other specimen. It is believed that the progressive cracking of the concrete disturbed the
measurements. Similar disturbance of the strain measurement was observed in tests where the effect of the edge distance was
studied.
The measured ultimate load was the highest for the L-shaped specimen. Nevertheless tensile failure of the reinforcement was not
observed. Measurement of the transverse deformations showed considerably high values for the tensile-tensile specimens over 1 mm
in comparison to the maximum of 0.3 mm observed for the L-shaped specimen.
Failure of the reinforcement G-8-RB was characterised by a longitudinal cracking of the epoxy. A characteristic concrete failure was
observed along inclined planes starting from the middle plane of the reinforcement. The failure is shown in Figure 51. The shearing-off
the GFRP bars surface deformations observed at the first stage of the bond length is shown in Figure 43.This failure was caused by the
large deformations of the GFRP bars. In comparison to the L-shaped specimen failure at the tension-tension specimen was
characterised by rather intense concrete cracking especially at the loaded end. Intensive cracking of the concrete was observed also on
the anchorage bond length at the first specimen. The propagation of the maximal bond stress along the monitored bond length could
not be measured.
For the B-8-SC reinforcement a maximal bond stress level close to 20 N/mm2 was recognized for the L-shaped specimen. As for the
other specimen this value dropped to 7.5 to 12-5 N/mm2 level. At the L-shaped specimen high values were recorded in the first part of
the bond length and with low values at the second part. In contrary to this, when the tension-tension setup was used the progressive
failure was observed with a good mobilization of the bond capacity along the entire bond length. The slip at the unloaded end was
around 1.5 mm for both test setups. Transverse deformations were again high in case of the tension-tension specimen reaching values
of above 1 mm as for the other test setup reduced values of under 0.1 mm were measured. Mobilization capacity was also influenced
form 76% it dropped to 59% if the tension-tension specimen was used.
B-8-SC reinforcements tested in the tension-tension tests failed by concrete cracking along inclined planes with failure starting from
the bottom of the groove. The failure mode was triggered by the splitting of the specimen into two halves along the weakened plane
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(Figure 52). In test with the L-shaped specimen shear-off failure of the sand coating was observed followed by splitting of the concrete
cover along inclined planes starting from the middle plane of the reinforcement (Figure 44). This example shows a different failure
pattern influenced only by the test setup boundary conditions. Similar observations has been made during tests in the gradual
development stage of the L-shaped specimens for strip shaped reinforcements
The last tested round cross-section reinforcement in this chapter was a CFRP bar (C-6-SCW). Mobilization capacity was influenced by
the boundary conditions. From 84% it dropped to 61% if the tension-tension specimen was used. The maximal bond stress level was
not consistent at the L-shaped specimens but for the double pull-out specimen it was in the range of 10 to 15 N/mm2. The strain
measurement was disturbed for the tests performed with the L-shaped specimen but a high mobilization in the first segment was
observed. The shift of the maximal bond stress is not recognizable. In contrary to this at specimens tested with the tension-tension
specimen a textbook like distribution of the bond stress can be observed.
The effect of boundary conditions was shown for one strip shaped reinforcement (C3_1). The average value of the mobilization
capacity dropped from 96% to 65%. The mean bond strength was 9.2 N/mm2 for L-shaped setup and 3.7 N/mm2 for the tensiletensile test setup. The maximal bond stress level was in the range of 15 to 20 N/mm2 for one specimen and dropped to 5 to 10 N/mm2.
The shift of the maximal bond stress towards the unloaded end with a good mobilization along the entire bond length was observed
only for the tensile-tensile specimens.
The application of strain gauges to reinforcements in NSM applications is very difficult. Several preparation steps need to be followed
with maximal care. The surface deformations have to be removed only on small areas without damaging fibres close to the surface or
the continuity of the bond surface. Strain gauges have to be applied on clean surface and the measurement cables have to be covered
with a deformable material (a larger diameter plastic tube was usually used) which can accommodate the deformation of the adhesive
and the slip of the reinforcement. In the experiment with the L-shaped specimen when the strain gauges were applied to the C-6SCW reinforcement the protection of the strain gauge cables was replaced with an alternative solution. As a result the measurements
were unreliable.
Based on the herein presented research following recommendations can be formulated for experimental study of NSM reinforcements
bond properties:
•

The distance of the first strain gauge from the loaded end should be of minimal 30 mm, results obtained for strain gauge
mounted at 10 mm were found not reliable.

•

The application of the strain gauges is very difficult in case of NSM reinforcement. The strain gauges can considerably
influence the bond behaviour, therefore their number should be minimized. Distance between consecutive strain gauges is
recommended to be at least 50 mm or higher.

•

Bond length need to be higher than 175 mm in order to show the progressive failure of NSM reinforcement

•

Stiffness of the specimen should be as high as possible in order to avoid the influence of boundary conditions on the test
results.
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•

Bond strength measured using the tension-tension specimen was for each of the studied reinforcement lower than
measured using the L-shaped specimen. In order to give reliable information on bond capacity the highest value should be
used. This value will be considered to be valid for optimal confinement conditions. This value can be afterwards corrected
with reduction factors for each particular application.

•

Double tension-tension tests are highly labour and cost intensive. The failure at the unmonitored side could be hardly
avoided. The wrapping of the specimen on the unmonitored side is recommended.
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5

CONCLUSIONS

Reinforced concrete structures are widely spread all over the world. For maintaining our existing structures strengthening is often
needed. Some of the existing civil engineering structures are in poor condition due to deterioration processes, errors made during
construction, accidental loading (earthquake, blast), etc. In addition, increased loading and changes of the statical system can be
reasons to require structural strengthening.
Among all possible strengthening techniques some include the application of fibre reinforced polymers (FRP). In this case the relatively
high tensile capacity of the FRP material is applied to resist tensile forces. FRP materials can assure proper confinement, bending and
flexural resistance of reinforced concrete elements. FRP materials have advantages in comparison to other materials such as:
insensitivity to electrolytic corrosion, high tensile strength to weight ratio, high rate of application, etc.
FRP materials can be used in form of pultruded elements or textiles. Pultruded reinforcements are used in two application techniques.
One is called externally bonding. This means bonding of strips on the tension side of elements. The other is called near surface
mounting (NSM). In NSM technique the FRP materials are bonded in grooves cut into the concrete cover. These techniques use high
strength adhesives to ensure proper adhesion of the FRP materials. The NSM strengthening technique has many advantages in
comparison to externally bonding of reinforcement (EBR).
Bond properties are influencing the composite behaviour of the strengthened elements. Therefore, bond is considered to be one of the
most important aspects of FRP strengthenings. In comparison to other strengthening application of NSM strengthening is a very
complex strengthening method.
My research work started with an extensive literature review of bond test setups and bond influencing parameters of NSM FRP
reinforcements. An advanced single pull-out test setup was gradually developed. The influence of test conditions on the bond
behaviour is considered important, and should be considered in any research.
The aim of the thesis was to present an advanced and reliable test procedure for the experimental studies of bond behaviour of NSM
reinforcements. In addition to bond tests the testing of component materials was also needed. The components of NSM strengthening
system are the substrate material (in our case concrete), bonding adhesive (in our case two component epoxy or cement based
adhesives) and strengthening material (in our case mostly CFRP). The tensile testing or CFRP strips was the greatest challenge due to
the anisotropy of material properties.
Taking into consideration the high number of implied variables high number of pull-out tests are needed to be performed to observe
the characteristic bond behaviour. Within this thesis the basis for a reliable testing programme to study bond behaviour of NSM
reinforcement were set. My results help the general understanding of the NSM reinforcement bond behaviour. The different
influencing factors were named and categorised for easier understanding.
I developed an advanced single (L-shaped) pull-out specimen. The experimental programme is herein in detail presented. The test
setup was verified for the most critical parameters influencing the bond properties and therefore it can be used for wide scale study of
bond influencing parameters. The importance of boundary conditions especially for the NSM reinforcements was shown. Based on the
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various development stages of the L-shaped specimen and based on the tests performed with a different tension-tension test
specimen. The tensile-tensile specimen was used in an International Round Robin Test (RRT) exercise in the framework of the En-core
(European Network for Composite Reinforcement) research network.
My main objectives were in this Thesis:
1. To further develop an experimental method for tensile testing of fibre reinforced polymer (FRP) strips and
an experimental method for pull-out testing of near surface mounted (NSM) reinforcements;
2. To classify failure modes of NSM strengthening;
3. To study the influence of geometrical factors on bond behaviour of NSM reinforcements;
4. To study the influence of material factors on bond behaviour of NSM reinforcements.
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6

NEW SCIENTIFIC RESULTS

NEW SCIENTIFIC RESULT 1: DEVELOPMENT OF AN ADVANCED EXPERIMENTAL METHOD FOR THE
MEASUREMENT OF BOND CHARACTERISTICS OF NSM REINFORCEMENTS
I developed an advanced pull-out specimen for testing the force transfer of near surface mounted (NSM)
reinforcements It provides maximized testing plane, enough stiffness perpendicular to the testing plane,
centric pull-out and undisturbed testing conditions. The simplicity of the presented test specimen enables a
wide range of analysis of bond influencing parameters.

NEW SCIENTIFIC RESULT 2: FAILURE MODES OF NSM STRENGTHENING
Based on the results of my experimental studies and the analysis of the available literature data I
recommend the following classification of the failure modes of near surface mounted (NSM) strengthening.
A. PRIMARY FAILURE MODES. Primary failure modes are bond failure modes without cracking of the concrete
cover. Main characteristics of primary failure modes are that they either provide the actual failure or they
contribute to initiate secondary failure modes discussed in part B. Based on the different failure surfaces
three primary failure modes are distinguished :
A.1 FRP failure
A.2 FRP to adhesive interface failure
A.3 Adhesive to concrete interface failure.
B. SECONDARY FAILURE MODES Secondary failure modes are splitting failures along inclined planes as a
result of excessive slip and high transverse stresses around the NSM reinforcement. The following secondary
failure modes are defined based on the starting point of the failure:
B.1 Surface splitting (adhesive splitting)
B.2 Central splitting (mixed adhesive-concrete splitting)
B.3 Deep splitting (concrete splitting).

NEW SCIENTIFIC RESULT 3: GEOMETRICAL FACTORS INFLUENCING BOND OF NSM REINFORCEMENTS
3.1 INFLUENCE OF GROOVE WIDTH TO ADHESIVE THICKNESS
I experimentally showed that excessive groove width (as well as groove width to adhesive layer thickness)
may have negative influence on the bond strength of NSM reinforcements owing to the deformation
capacity of adhesive. Based on my test results it is recommended to apply groove widths (adhesive layers)
that fulfil the following conditions for strip shaped reinforcements:
2·tf≤tg≤4·tf
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3.2 INFLUENCE OF EDGE EFFECT
The edge effect can be easily simulated by the herein developed L-shaped specimen forming a cut in the
vicinity of NSM reinforcement parallel to it. The minimal edge distance can be verified by measurements of
the closing of the cut during loading.

3.3 REINFORCEMENT CROSS-SECTION INFLUENCING BOND OF NSM
The mobilization capacity [Ffu/(ff·Af)] of CFRP reinforcements with plain surface can be better characterised
by the function of the perimeter to cross-section ratio, compared to the aspect ratio (height to
thickness = hf/tf). The increase of perimeter to cross-section ratio (uf/Af) indicates a proportional increase of
the mobilization capacity.

NEW SCIENTIFIC RESULT 4: MATERIAL FACTORS INFLUENCING BOND OF NSM REINFORCEMENTS
4.1 STRENGTH OF THE SUBSTRATE MATERIAL
I experimentally showed that strip shaped NSM strengthenings are less sensitive to the strength of the
substrate material in comparison to externally bonded strengthenings and high bond strength values can
be developed even with relatively low strength concrete substrates.

4.2 CEMENT BASED ADHESIVES IN NSM APPLICATIONS
4.2 A. CEMENT BASED ADHESIVES FOR NSM APPLICATION OF STRIP SHAPED FRP REINFORCEMENTS
I experimentally showed that cement based adhesives can be efficiently used in NSM applications. Increase
of adhesive strength results in linear increase of bond strength for strip shaped reinforcements with pullout failure. Adequate curing of adhesive may lead to considerable increase of the bond strength.

4.2 B. CEMENT BASED ADHESIVES FOR NSM ROUND CROSS-SECTION FRP BARS
I experimentally showed that cement based adhesives can be efficiently used for NSM applications of round
cross-section bars with surface deformations. Bond stresses are introduced mainly by mechanical interlock
due to the surface deformations. I experimentally showed that cement based adhesives may develop
enough bond strength within 48 hours, therefore, they can be competitive to epoxy based adhesives.
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7

FURTHER RESEARCH

In order to be able to describe in detail the bond behaviour data available from literature can be used. The data has to be verified and if
found reliable has to be included in a comprehensive database. It was often the case that test results of different research groups were
contradictory. The effect of the testing conditions on the bond behaviour was previously not investigated in detail, although the
assessment of the influence of testing conditions on individual test results is important.
The herein presented results are an important contribution to the proper understanding of the newly classified influencing factors, and
the test setup boundary conditions. The assessment of the boundary conditions on the experimental will help the continuation of the
herein presented research by:
•

the wide scale application of test results;

•

the comparison between test results obtained by different research groups;

•

the establishment of an international database of all experimental results of NSM bond.

The development of appropriate bond models is very difficult taking to take into account the numerous influencing factors defined by
the present work. Some factors influence was quantified, still some work need to be done in this field using the recently developed and
herein presented pull-out specimen.
The effect of the reinforcement surface pattern and deformation capacity was investigated for some of the currently available
reinforcements. The FRP material production is in a continuous development. Therefore, for any newly available reinforcement the
bond behaviour need to be studied in detail.
The effect of cement based adhesives was herein studied. The confinement is an important factor which contributes to the optimal use
of NSM reinforcements. Therefore, use of expansive mortars is to be investigated in further studies. In addition the optimization of the
cement mixes is needed to maximize the bond strength for the various reinforcements.
The experience from the current work need to be implemented in the future design guidelines. For the application for NSM mounted
reinforcements none of the existing design guidelines are suitable (Coelho et al. 2013).
Results of my research help to understand the bound behaviour of NSM reinforcements. In addition they can be used for the
development of suitable models for NSM FRP reinforcement bond capacities.
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